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Grocer's Shots Miss Robber But Hit Wife
3rd Anniversary of Sit-In
Move: To Be Celebrated
At Carnegie Hall,Feb.1st

Seek Clue
In Death
Of Boy

SNCC WAS formed at a conRelatives of 11-year-old
NEW YORK CITY — A
"Salute to Southern Students" ference in Raleigh, N. C., in
Walter Mitchell, Jr., who was
found dead in the pantry of
is scheduled to be held at Car- April, 1960 after several thounegie Hall on Feb. 1, exactly sand students demonstrated in
his home at 937-C Orleans
were still waiting for informathree years since the sit-in every Southern state to protion from the Coroner's office
movement began in Greens- test segregated public facilities.
At first, SNCC was the co- MISS MARTELLE D. TRIGG this week regarding the cause
boro, N. C.
The program, a benefit per- ordinating body between these
of death of the fifth grade
Georgia Avenue Elementary
formance for the Student Non- protest movements, but soon
school student.
violent Coordinating Commit- developed a program of its
The youngster was found
tee — the organization which own and initiated several
A paper compiled and writ- dead by his brother, Joseph
came out of the sit-in move- drives simultaneously in the
Trigg,
D.
Martelle
Miss
by
ten
Mitchell, 15, who said he
ment and now initiates voter hard-core rural South.
Friends of SNCC are asked an associate professor in the was going out the back door
registration and direct action
at
science
social
of
division
Hal
to call him when he discovered
drives in five Southern states to attend the Carnegie
— will feature Tony Bennett program and to publicize it LeMoyne, and Dr. Edward E. him in the pantry near the
professor
former
a
Brewster,
which
area
York
Thelonius Monk, Charlie Min- in the New
back door.
mother, Cash Register Retrieved — When it left was not then.
youngster's
gus, and the Freedom Singers. is in its seventh week of a at the college, has been pubThe
Atlanta
the
Phylon,
in
lished
strike.
newspaper
Tickets and information may
Mrs. Mintha iMtcheil Hender- James 0, "Buddy" Plummer Firing at the robber. Plummer
Race
of
Review
University
son, said the coroner told retrieved the cash register accidentally shot his wife, who
be obtained from the New
and Culture.
York office of the Student
her on Monday. Jan. 28 —
But victim of • brutal
14o! H s not a man from space
which a young thug lifted from is now a patient at John GasValues
"Moral
entitled
is
It
Nonviolent Coordinating Comone week after the boy's
beating by about 17 teenage thugs. Robert "Honey Boy"
the store and ran last week. ton Hospital. (Mark Stansburf
StuCollege
Negro
Among
a
be
mittee, Suite 1025, 5 Beekman
death—that it would
Thomas is being consoled by his wife, Eugenia. (Photo By
Culture
of
the $143 that was in it Photo).
Study
but
A
dents:
could
he
before
New
st.,
York City, COurtland
couple days
Mare. Stansbury).
and Racial Determinants."
7-4592.
report as to whether the child
The paper is the result of a died from a heart attack or
The Freedom Singers, a
questionnaire circulated by strangulation. Police listed it
group of SNCC field secretaries
the two professors.
from several local protest
as an "accidental death."
movements, have just comON HIS KNEES
pleted a successful series of
Young Walter, according to
engagements in the Chicago
his mother, was discovered
area. This will be their first
on his knees with his neck
CLARKSDALE, Miss. —
New York appearance.
lying against the "V" formed
. Proceeds of the benefit will The Coahoma County Grand
by the two curtains being
go to SNCC's voter registra- Jury has refused to indict
KNOXVILLE — The presi- simply looped together. There
tion and direct action cam- Ivanhoe Donaldson and Ben dent of a Knoxville student was no noose formed.
paigns in Southwest Georgia, Taylor, Michigan students who anti- segregation group anThe youngsters was carried
rural Mississippi, South Caro- were arrested here on a nar- nounced this week that eight to John Gaston hospital where
lina, Arkansas and Alabama. cOtics charge when they stores here have agrrsd to up- be was pronounced dead on
brought food, Ar*hing and
grade Negroes to white col- arrival.
An elderly North Memphis 72, shot and seriously woundHe said: "I think what we
President John F. Kennedy
medicine at Christmas time
lar positions.
Funeral service for the boy grocer, upset over losing a ed his wife, Mrs. Lucille
said on Jan. 25 that the Uni- ought to .do is realize that
for Negroes being harassed for
Avon Rollins, president of were held last Sunday at cash register containing $143, Plummer, 45, while she was
versity of Mississippi would the riot of that day highlighttrying to vote.
the Knoxville Civic Improve- N. J. Ford and Sons Funeral came close to losing his wife trying to hang on to the day's
be the loser if James H. Mere- ed a very bad situation in
This means the charges are
ment Committee (KCIC), and parlor with Rev. J. E. Clark and his money last week when receipts which a robber was
dith leaves, and declared the District of Columbia, that
dismissed.
SNCC, said that Sear's; J. C. delivering the eulogy. Burial he fired a wild shot at a young carrying out the door.
"This country cannot survive a good many of our young
Aaron Henry, Mississippi
HUNTSVILLE, Ala. — The
According to Plummer, the
if the United States Govern- people are neglected. . . . the University of Alabama can- NAACP president, called it "a Penny's; the Knox Store; was in Brown Baptist church thug.
James 0. "Buddy" Plummer, young masked gunman enterLerner Women's Shops; Gen- cemetery.
Executive District doesn't pay as much
ment and the
victory
the
for
celed an extension course of- tremendous
ed the store with a rusty reeral Products Company; S.
Branch does not carry out the attention to them, the funds fered
here after a Negro wom- people in all parts of this na- H. Kress'; W. T. Grant's; F.
volver and demanded money.
are inadequate and Congress
decisions of the court."
tion
raised
voices
who
their
While Mrs. Plummer was
the ap- an anplied for admission.
W. Woolworth's and other
The President also criti- has probably limited
against
injustice."
said
this
He
Officials at the university's
to discourage the
trying
greatly, and
Knoxville stores had agreed to
cized the neglect of the citi- propriations too
hoped
he
victory
the
would
Huntsville Center said they
youth from taking the monand
zens of the District of Co- the Executive had not paid acted because they were un- serve as a springboard for con- hire Negroes as cashiers
ey, her husband got his shotto it."
clerks.
lumbia in answering a ques- enough attention
tinued campaigns to send in
gun and was waiting for the
Rollins had indicated to the
Concerning James H. Mere- able to get speakers needed for
tion at his press conference
relief
goods.
robber to come around the
told his the course, a six-week seminar
merchants that a campaign of
about the Thanksgiving Day dith, the President
and.
who
Donaldson
Taylor,
counter to get the money out
demonstrations and economic
press conference, "I would be on current affairs.
riot at D. C. Stadium.
the
with
Michigan
work
of the cash drawer.
withdrawal would follow if
sorry if Mr. Meredith leaves. However, integration leaders
-Friends of the Student Non"But it didn't work like
College is difficult enough believe the cancellation was violent
the requests made by KCIC
CommitCoordinating
that," Plummer recalled. "In.
under any conditions. He has because Mrs. Joan Cashin, wife
were not met.
bond
on
free
were
(SNCC),
tee
applied.
After the student sit-in
been subjected to a good deal of a local dentist,
See SHOTS, Page 2
when the Grand Jury refused
of harassment, and anyone Officials stopped all admismovement began in 1960, some
week.
this
However,
act
to
Tusat
university
the
to
were
counters
lunch
who has gone through his sions
Knoxville
they had spent 11 days in jail
integrated following demonexperience in college would caloosa for next semester after
find it difficult to continue. Negroes applied there. There
strations.
See DOPE, Page 2
I hope he continues. If he have been no Negro students
doesn't, that is a loss not in any branch of the university
only to Mr. Meredith, but I since Autherine Lucy was adthink the University of Mis- mitted briefly seven years ago.
Mrs. Cashin filed her applisissippi."
According to unofficial es- cation for the course in person
KATHERINE WOODS
ROSE DOTSON
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.
timates. the Federal Govern- on Dec. 19, 1962. The seminar
ranking clergymen
Eleven
required
15,
Feb.
start
to
was
The public was urged • today ment has already spent more
have cautioned Alabamians
no previous scholastic records
to report any "suspicious" than $4 million on the enagainst "inflammatory and reand would result in no credit.
remedies for arthrities to the forcement of the desegregabellious" statements opposing
applied later
NEW YORK — Roy Wilkins, "The NAACP," he said, "Is
West Tennessee Chapter of the tion orders at the University A white friend
possible school desegregation.
so that university officials NAACP executive secretary, gratified that Atty. Gen. RobArthritis a n d Rheumatism of Mississippi.
The appeal for moderation
would not be able to say thet this week hailed the announce- ert Kennedy has followed up
Votes! Votes! Votes! have tall, fat, thin, talented, beauFoundation, following testiMrs. Cashin was refused ad- ment by the Justice Depart- his earlier action in Prince been flowing into the Tri- tiful and popular GIRLS. They followed a defiant inaugural
mony of Foundation officials
mission because she applied ment of the filing of suits to George County, Va., with the State Defender office ever come from all parts of Missis- address of Gov. George Walbefore the Special Senate
too late. All applicants for the desegratgate federally-a ided filing of similar desegregation since the grand entry kicked sippi, Arkansas and Tennes- lace to a cheering throng in
Committee on Aging in WashMontgomery, pledging thatI he
Icourse have now been advised public schools near military suits in Alabama, Louisiana off of the Mid-South largest see.
ington, D. C. recently that
that the seminar will not be installations in three Deep
beauty and popularity contest. They are all seeking the would maintain segregation.
revealed arthritis sufferers as
See NAACP, Page 2
Joining in the clergymen's
South states.
held.
Girls, Girls, Girls, oh yes, title of "Miss Mid-South" and
the most exploited victims of
don't forget the girls, many you (The readers of this pa- statement were Catholic Auxhealth quackery in the nation. Popular disc jockey, Robert
girls who have and still are per) are their judges. One of iliary Bishop Joseph A. Du..
Louis Kotler, vice president "Honey Boy" Thomas was reentering the contest. Short, these girls are from your state, rick of Mobile-Birmingham,
of the chapter, said "as our covering from a fractured
city, community, school or Episcopal Bishop C.C.J. Cer• ••
witnesses testified at the hear- nose, a badly bruised left eye
penter of Alabama, Episcopal
church.
ings, the only way you can and other latuises and cuts
Miss Mid-South Contest Stand
Coadjutor Bishop George M.
really combat quackery is to he sustained when attacked
825 HOW TO VOTE
Shirley Purnell
MethoAfter you have decided Murray of Alabama;
755
Earlie Mae Riles
by a group of teenage hooddist Bishops Nolan B. HarSee BEWARE, Page 2
will
you
girl
support
which
475
McSwine
B.
Essie
lums in front of the - Abe
mon of the North Alabama
470 simply cut out the ballot on Conference and Paul Hardin
Carolyn Randle
Scharff Branch YMCA lastH
370 Page 2 and mail it to the Tri- of the Alabama-West Florida
Patricia Terrell
Friday night.
320 State Defender.
Patricia Cummings
Thomas, a disc jockey at
Interested girls still have Conference; two rabbis, a Bap270
Joyce Carney
Radio Station WDIA, was
tist, a Presbyterian, a Greek
240 a chance to enter the contest. Orthodox and a Christian
Beverly Allen
leaving the YMCA with sev145 Simply call the Tri-State De- Churches of Alabama official.
Norrish Trueman
eral stacks of records under,
130 ender (JA 6-8397) for addiShirley Smith
his arms after "spinning rec100 tional information.
Alyce Faye Giles
• Second semester at LeMoyne ords" for a Sock Hop, sponMiss Rose Marie Dotson, 17,
095 TWO MORE ENTER
Carolyn Hollingsworth
College starts Monday mor- sored by a local group of
Miss Kathrine Ann Woods, a junior at Melrose high
090
Norma Taylor
ning at 8:30. Students are reg- volunteer workers for the benEarnestine McGhee
065 16, a junior at Melrose high school is the daughter of Mr.
istering this week for the new efit of the "March Of Dimes"
060 school is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Dotson,
Sandra White
drive.
session
055 and Mrs. Charles Woods, 2766 690-1 Georgia Ave. Her hobPatricia Ford
The victim was at a loss to
Freshmen register Thursday
050 Enterprize Ave. She plans to bies are singing, dancing, colSadie L. Hollowell
morning and seniors will be explain the motive behind the
050 become an English teacher. lecting albums and reading.
Marlon Greene
after- assault.
Thursday
registered
035 Her hobbies are singing, play- Rose aspires to become an
Mary Towns
All except one member of
noon. Sophomores Enroll Friopera singer. She is a member
010 ing the piano and reading.
Amelia Gibson
day morning and juniors go the gang escaped before po000 She is a member of the of Greater Prospect Baptist
Katherine Woods
through the routine Friday licemen could arrive. Arrested
000 Monumental Baptist church church and is affiliated with
Gloria Jean Woodard
afternoon. Unclassified stu- and fined $51 in connection
Looking for his mistresses, al 7H Shill last week. Mrs. Mat- thought to have been caused by Evelyn Dailey
000 and is affiliated with the No- the senior glee club at Meldents register Saturday mor- with the assault was Clarence
000 vember club of her church rose high school. She is •
small dog ventures from behind tie Reck,t,a 78-year-old Invalid, an electric heater. The flee Eunice Logan
ning. Saturday afternoon has Fisher, 384 S. Fourth St.
74, per- started In a room used by Mrs. Lula Mae Brown
000 and the Christian Benevolent snake-up artist at Carsla Bow
Thomas lives at 1384 Nich- trunk In home where two elder- l and Mrs. Julia Beck,
been set aside for late registique.
000 Lodge Society.
ly sisters burned to death at ished in the blase which was Beck. (Mark Stanchury Photo) Rose Dotson
ols St.
trants.

Paper Published

Grand Jury
Drops Dope
Charges

President Kennedy Says
'Ole Miss Is Loser In
Leaves'
Meredith
Case
•

Stores to Upgrade
Negro Employees

Seriously Wounded By
Wild Shots From Gun
Fired At Young Robber

Cancelled Course,
Negro Enrolled

'

Beware Of
•Arthritis
Quack Cure

Justice Dept. Nailed By NAACP
For Filing Suits To Desegregate
Schools Near U.S. Military Posts

Clergymen Call
For Moderation
In Alabama

There's Still A Chance To
Enter 'Miss Mid-South' Contese

Recovering From
Assault By Thugs

•Registering For
Second Semester

Hurry!..Entries Still Being Accepted For 'Miss Mid-South' Contest ..Hurry!

•
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a
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StorkStops

1
'1
I
1
1
'1
1
1
I

VOTE
NOW

MAKE YOUR SELECTION AND
VOTE FOR YOUR FAVORITE

VOTE

NOW

OFFICIAL BALLOT

5 VOTES

1
11
11
1
. 11
1
i

Dope
Continued From Page 1
after their arrest.
The arrest brought nationwide protests sparked by
SNCC, the Southern Conference
Educational
Fund
a section of the AME
Zion Church led by Bishop C.
Tucker, and CORE, all of
which had helped collect the
relief supplies the students
were delivering when arrested.
"More than 500 families have
been aided," Henry said.
"Thanks to the individuals of
this nation for your responses
with food, clothing, and finance. Much more is needed
and we ask you to please continue to make contributions."
Volunteer relief goods are
received at the Emergency
Welfare and Relief Committee,*
Haven Methodist Church, 400111,
Yazoo St., Clarksdale, Miss.
Mail should be addressed to
Aaron Henry, 213 Fourth St.,
Clarksdade.

(scEn,

At JOHN GASTON HOSPITAL 1644 Hanauer; girl, Jacqueline. Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Bradley,
Jan. 19.
Mr. and Mrs. Bossie Fields, 480 Tillman, Apt. 8; boy, Vincent Everette.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Wal- 884 N. Claybrook; a boy.
ler, 1037 Tupelo; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie L. Hol- Mr. and Mrs. John Lee Toles,
lingshed,
3007
Tillman
cove;
1973 Warner; buy, David Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Kelly,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Mitch1345 Michigan; girl, Cheryl boy, Randy.
Mr. and Mrs. Namon E. Can- ell, 381 Able; boy, Nelson Lee.
Lynne.
Mr. and Mrs. Samson A. J. non, 1398 Alcy rd.; girl, Kath- Mr. and Mrs. James Johnson, 617 Marble; a b03.
Knox, 178 W. Brooks; girl, Se- erine.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Ross, Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Pryor,
lina Michelle.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Nelson, 1094 Ryder; boy, Terry Renee. 855 Majestic; girl, Belinda
1421 Lambert; girl, Brenda Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Baker, Faye.
2177 Lyons; girl, Elaine.
Lenell.
Mr. and Mrs. George E.
Mr. and Mrs. Burl C. Richardson, 755 N. Montgomery; Price, 306 Cynthia; girl, Alicia
Ann.
girl, Elaine.
Jan. 21.
Jan. 20.
Mr. and Mrs. John Henry
Mr. and Mrs. Sammie Chambers, 1350 Adelaide; girl, Nancy Milligan, 1218 College, Apt. 3;
girl, Lavell Deresa.
Levette.
Mr. and Mrs. Thelma Harbin, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lee
CHARLOTTE, N. C, — Ne598 Vance; girl, Dorothy Jean. Jones, 449-L Vance; boy, Tygro institutions of higher
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Win- rone.
learning were called upon toMr. and Mrs. Willie Frank
ters, 400 Foote pk.; boy, WilAnthony, 943 Bingham; boy, day to reexamine their presliam Christopher.
ent curricula, with an eye to
Mr. and Mrs. William Clay- Franklin.
providing additional training
born, 1402 Texas, Michael An- Mr. and Mrs. Joe Willie Mc- which will prepare their stuCray,
683
S.
Second;
boy,
dre.
Continued From Page 1
dents more adequately for the
Mr. and Mrs. Donzell Hykes, Michael.
expanding professional and
get
the
public aroused."
Jan.
22.
•
Alaska;
girl,
Ozella.
855
citizenship opportunities which
"To cut down the $250 milMr. and Mrs. Walter Welch, Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Spear- will be available to them in
lion that promoters of fraudman, 1095 Texas; girl, Mary the years ahead.
ulent and misrepresented proLee.
The appeal came from Dr.
ducts extract from desperate
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Amu- William Stuart Nelson, vice
sufferers each year, we must
son, 3052-B Crystal; boy, Vin- president of Howard
university
know about these products
cent Edward.
in Washington, D. C., in an
early enough. Otherwise, years
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Dean address at the Sixth Annual
of court action may be needed
Shaw, 737 David; girl, June Public Relations Institute of
to get them off the market."
Renea.
Johnson C. Smith University.
The long life of many fraudJan. 23.
Declaring that the walls of
ulent products for arthritisli
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Martre, restriction for the Negro colTALLADEGA, Ala. — Anwas demonstrated by Dr. Rus372 Lucy: boy, Dirk Andre.
lege graduate are being slowother round in the battle of insell L. Cecil. the Foundation's
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Cun- ly broken down, Dr. Nelson
tegration work in Alabama
consulting medical director, in
ningham, 367-A Vance; boy, said, "No longer is the prowill open in State Circuit
his appearance before the comRoderic Jerome,
fessional and technical skills
Court here Monday, February
mittee headed by Senator Pat
Mr. and Mrs. Felon McPher- of the Negro in demand alone
4.
row,
same
order,
Michelle
Campbell.
On
second
Kneeland,
Flowers
and
Linda
Kaye
AT LINDA KAYE'S PARTY —
McNamara of Michigan.
son, 1158 Pearce; girl, Sherri- within the confines of a reJudge William C. Sullivan
Deborah
Morare Mitchellease Anderson, Ethel Jones and
The West Tennessee Chapdaughter of Rev. and Mrs. H. 0. Kneeland, celebrated her
yn Denese.
stricted community; his talents
is hearing a suit by the State
ter, which also supports proton. From left, on back row, Karen Seym our e, Herbert
eleventh birthday recently at their home at 1651 Silver
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Kirk- are being sought on a world
of Alabama to ban sit-ins, pagrams of research, patient care
essa Bland, and little Devin Kyles held by Marcine Jones,
and the little charmer met her guests in a navy and white
rades, a n d demonstrations wood, 1055 Shaw; girl, Evelyn scale.
and professional arid public
Kneeland, Roy Seymour, Dewain Kyles, Vincent Fifer, VenAnn.
dress fitted for a princess. Favors and decorations matched
"This fact calls for a basic
against segregation. Studehts
education, is located at 216 N.
who assisted at party along with Patricia O'Neil and Helen
her party dress. Seen on first row, from left, are Margaret
and faculty at Talladega Col- Mr. and Mrs. Jodie Pope, 976 re-examination of our college
Lauderdale, in Memphis. The
Wellington; boy, Jodie Man- curriculum and a questioning
Curry. Adults present for party were Rev. and Mrs. S. B.
Smith, Joel Campbell, Carlton Kneeland, Natasha Fields,
lege are the main targets of S.
telephone is 526-2329.
sic Jr.
of the continuing exclusive
Kyles, Mrs. Rose Fields, Rev. and Mrs. J. L. Netters, Mrs.
Renia Kneeland, Linda Kneeland, the honoree: Consandra
the action.
Mr. and Mrs. C:szel Wil- emphasis upon traditionalism,"
E. J. Campbell and the honoree's parents.
Also named in the suit are
Kneeland, Renell Smith, Faye Smith, Phyllis Walters, Grace
several other individuals and liams, 1594 S. Main; boy, the Howard official added. We
Darryl.
must be alert to the vastly inorganizations working to end
segregation. These include Bbb Mr. and Mrs. Rubin Frank- creasing categories of skills
Zellner, a field worker for the lin, 774 Bey; girl, Aleshd Mon- and vocational opportunities
Continued From Page 1
which will be available to the
Student Nonviolent Coordinat- eak.
graduates of the 1960's, little
ing Committee (SNCC), and Jan. 24.
stead of coming around and
County because I strongly feel
Funeral services for Rev.
Carl Braden, an editor of the Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Gene dreamed of a few years ago." BELZONI, Miss. — Samuel by a coroner's jury.
opening the cash drawer like
Block, a field secretary for Block also demanded a that without the help and aid William Edward Prewitt, for- most of
Southern Patriot and a field Hambri:k, 738 Baltimore; boy,
them do, he grabbed
the Student Nonviolent Co- ''complete investigation con- of welfare and the United mer presiding elder of the the cash register off of the
worker for the Southern Con- Steffon Jerome.
ordinating Committee (SNCC) cerning the denial of surplus States Department of Agricul- AME church, were held Monierence Educational Fund Mr. and Mrs. Jack Austin,
counter and started running
1339 S. Lauderdale; girl, Shelia
in Greenwood, Miss., has ask- food to Negroes in LeFlore ture. Negroes will not be able day at Avery Chapel AME out
2SCEF).
the door.
to survive during the winter church with the pastor, Rev.
ed the United States DepartThe State sought an injunc- Renee.
Peter G. Crawford, delivering "My wife got in the way'Alk
1 months."
tion last April after sit-ins Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Crump,
while I was shooting wild,
Block and other SNCC field the eulogy.
and picketing by wh.ite and 1100 Argyle; girl, Vicki Re- The No. 1 Usher Board of protection of voter registra-,
were forced to leap Rev. Prewitt died on last and the buckshot got her in
First Baptist Church, 2849 tion workers in Belzoni, MissisNegro students and faculty chelle.
1 out of a two-story building in Thursday after a long illness. the shoulder," he said.
members from the college. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ander- Broad Ave., has set . Sunday, sippi.
While he was rushing to
September, 1962 when a group His funeral was to have been
In October, 1961, Herbert'
-First hearings in October son, 634 N. Sixth; boy, Rozelle. Feb. 3 for installation service
of whites approached their of- held on Sunday, but it was his wife's aid, the robber dis'
Lee — a 52-year-old Negro Today
'showed that throngs of white Mr. and Mrs. Fred Tate, 1614 during a program at 3 P.m.
Greenwood, Miss. postponed because of the icy appeared in the early evening
'segregationists were to blame Cameron; girl, Monica Reree. Featured speaker is expected active in SNCC's Amite Counwill fice in
a
Novelist James Bldwin
darkness. The cash register
weather.
armed with guns and ropes.
Mr. and Mrs. Trusty Taylor, to be Rev. S. B. Butler. F. H. ty voter registration drive —
for disorders that resulted.
join two other prominent NeDuring his ministry in this and the pistol were later re• Tile injunction, which is now 1223 Pioneer; girl, Elizabeth. Hamilton will be installation was shot and killed by State gmo writers, Louis Lomax and
area, Rev. Prewitt served as trieved by the police.
temporary, bars integration Mr. and Mrs. Gus Hinton, 766 officer, announces Ronald G. Legislator E. H. Hurst. Despite John Oliver Killens, for a
Mrs. Plummer was taken
pastor of St. James, New Ty'activity throughout Alabama Randle; boy, Addison Timothy. Williams, reporter. L. C. testimony of witnesses that full-hour discussion of the Neler, Ward Chapel and Bethel off the "critical list" and Monby those named. The hearings Mr. and Mrs. Silas Scott, 233 Brown will be fastened as' Hurst fired point-blank at Lee, gro in America to be telecast
AME churches and was pre day was reportedly much impresident., Rev. H. C. Cherry Hurst was never arrested, on NBC-TV's "Today" show
-are to determine whether it Tillman; boy, Antonio Lee.
siding elder for several years proved.
'never jailed, and was aquitted Friday, l'eb. I.
Jan. 25.
is the church's pastor.
shall be made permanent.
When Plummer went to poContinued From Page 1 over the North and South
Baldwin will replace Ossie
lice headquarters on Monday,
Memphis districts.
Davis, who was announced and Mississippi. Federal funds
Assisting Rev. Crawford two suspects he was to idenearlier along with Lomax and for schools in these 'impacted with the service was Rev. El- tify had already confessed to
Killens.
areas," as elsewhere should be mer Martin, pastor of St. An- committing the holdup, acThe discussion will be taped denied to unconstitutional Jim drew AME church.
cording to his niece, Mrs. EthThurday, Jan. 31, so that "To- Crow schools."
The veteran minister is sur- el Bunton.
Downs
may
host
Hugh
day"
"They ve
.
..ea neighborhood
The Association, through its vived by three sons, William
join the panelists. As previousN. Prewitt and Theo Prewitt, boys," She explained, "and
ly announced, Downs will be Washington bureau, has long
Memphis; Willard Prewitt, St. one of them had lived in a
in Washington, D.C., Feb. 1 called for executive action by
Louis, Mo., and a daughter, house owned by my uncle."
and will not be seen during the Department of Defense
Mrs. Leattah Prewitt Tucker
One of the young men had
the live portion of "Today" on the Justice Department and
frequently come into the•
the Department of Health, Ed- of Memphis.
that date.
ucation and Welfare to end Active pallbearers we r e store, she said, and the pair
the practice in certain south Re vs. S. W. Houston, J. L. told police they divided the
ern communities to send chil- Gleese, J. C. Richardson, C. C. money after running away
i dren of Negro military and Daniels, B. R. Bo oke r, F. M. with his safe.
civilian personnel to Jim Crow Cooper, R. L. McRae and M. L.
schools, often far removed Young.
from their homes and the near- Interment was in New Park
by sehools attended by white cemetery. S. W. Qualls and
children. These schools re- company was in charge of final
arrangements.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
ceive federal funds.
President Kennedy formally
Clarence Mitchell, director of
FOLLOWNG TEAM
nominated Edward M. Korry
the NAACP Washington buLeMoyne students chartered of New York to be U. 5. amreau, has held a series of
a bus and followed their bas- bassador to Ethiopia. '
conferences with executives in
ketball team to Lane College
Korry, formerly chief Euthe various governmental agat Jackson, Tenn., Tuesday ropean correspondent for Uniencies involved in efforts to
night of this week. The trip ted Press International, more
end the segregation practices.
was sponsored by the Student recently was a news executive
Council.
with the Cowles publications.
CALL US BEFORE YOU
STARTS SATURDAY!
ARE EMBARRASSED
The Nighting Gale Thrift
FEB. 2 —
club was entertained at a reONE BIG WEEK!
pass when it met at the home
of Mr. Mannie Arnold of N.
Bellevue blvd., last Monday
evening.
The next meeting is scheduled to be held at the home
of Mrs. Mary Beaty, 788
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
Olympic st., Monday, Feb. 4,
announces the club reporter,
Mrs. Georgia Ishamel. Mrs.
Georgia Horne is president.

MISS MID-SOUTH CONTEST THIS BALLOT IS WORTH
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Name Of Contestant
Bring or Mail This Ballot To The
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Memphis, Tennessee
236 S. Wellington Street

Negro Colleges
Urged to Examine
Their Curricula

Beware

State Of Ala.
Attempts To Ban
Sit-Ins-Parades

SNCC SeeksFederal Protection

Ushers Install
1963 Officers

Shots

Rites For Retired
AME Minister

3 Negro Writers .' secretaries
T
o Appear On T V s '
Show

NAACP

NEWSBOYS'! OLD AND NEW
HERE'S A NEW CONTEST FOR YOU

BEGINS NOW, ENDS MARCH 31st,
SELL ALL YOU CAN BETWEEN
THESE TWO DATES OR BURST

WIN MONEY FOR SPRING:
WHAT A GREAT THING!

1st PRIZE
2nd PRIZE
3rd PRIZE
4th PRIZE

$25 KAZOOS
$15 SMACKEROOS
$10 ALAKAZAMS
$5 DOUBLE WAMS

AND FOR THE FIVE AFTER THESE FOUR
A PRIZE OF $2 EACH
WILL BE LEFT AT YOUR DOOR

A new Easter Contest for Tri-State Defender Newsboys....Win Cash Prizes.
by selling more papers between January 19th • and March 31st. Winners
will be announced and prizes awarded April 6th, 1963.
lit Prize $25.00....2nd Prize $15.00....3rd Prize$10.00....
4th Prix. $5.00....and for the five runner ups $2.00 each.
9 CASH PRIZES IN ALL
PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED PROMPTLY
Winners will be selected from the nine boys
selling the greatest number of pipers above
weekly quota at the end of March 1963.
A picture of the First and Second prize winners and their families will appear in the TRISTATE DEFENDER following the presentation.

,
41

Pictures of the Third and Fourth Prize winners will also be published.
Names of the 5 Runner Ups will appear.

PEST

EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS

Select Ex-UPI Man
Ethiopia Ambassador

Licensed and
Bonded

Thrift Club Meets

hu,DAISY

'WE KILL TO LIVE'
CALL

V11111AM

O.Z. EVERS

ORDEN
"HOWARD
CAPUCINE

Ph. FA 7-6033

New Subscription Order
Kindly send me the Tri-State
1
Defender to address below
$3.50
:
months
Six
$6.00
year
(One
1
1
1
1
1
I

THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Earn extra money for EASTER,
Contest

open

to current and future newsboys.

I Street Address
City

1
I
1
I
I

l TO
I
I
Zone No.
St.?.

I—

PLUS

JAMES MITCHUM ALANA LADD.JODY McCHEA
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Meharry To Build Wing
For Science Research

Record Rainfall
Floods City In
British Guiana

Fathers' Night
Observed By
Porter's PTA

•

Mothers' Club
Hears Guest
Speak On Milk

Install Officers Of
I:yde Park-Hollywood

Got a cold? 666,cold medicine will

Shelby Area
Turkey Season
Opens April 8

•

NOW TREAT ALL
COLD SYMPTOMS

Shriners Donate
$3,000 To NAACP

Be Sure to Watch TV
Every Sunday Morning at
9:00 AM. For

NEED
CASH!

TV GOSPEL_ TIME

—Quick Loans—

Or, Johnson Returns
Following Team

ORIOLE DRUGS

LaFabulous Club
Set Up Unit Of TFDL
In Ward 41.1

9:00 A. M. SUNDAYS

WMCT-TV

CHANNEL 5

14th Ward Meeting

BROOK'S
LAUNDRY

1420 DAVIS ST.

•

LOWER PRICED CARS

Wherever the choice is
equal...homemakers
choose FOREST HILL
milk by an overwhelming majority!

'55 BUICK

'57 SIM.$581 $391 24.16

'55 DODGE $395 $191 14.30

HAWK
'57 OLDS

$891 $691 42.00

'57 BUICK $895 $697 42.00

"WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN OUR FIELD"

$591 $397 24.16

5597 $291

:
•
II
IN

(all:

'54 FORD

$291 $161 10.00
10.00

r

TENN. STATE
•
DRIVING SCHOOL :
BR. 6-4121

21.00

'55 CHEV. $397 $197 14.30
'56 RAMB. $491 $397 24.16
'54 LINC. $365 $197 14.30

'54 PLYM. 5295S161
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i
• '56 CHEV. $695 5497 33.15 Upon cr.t,-dit approval
•J
•
•
•
IF YOU HAVE ANY
(9) 1962 Demonstrators and Executive Cars
in
•
SAVINGS UP TO
$1100.00
•
TROUBLE WHATSOEVER
•
•
• IN GETTING DRIVER'S LICENSE :
•
•

I LEARN TO DRIVE

WE PICK UP AND DELIVER ANYWHERE
IN THE CITY
• SHIRT'S
.DAMP WASH
• FLUFF DRY

WAS NOW NOTES

'58 RAMB. $695 S427 28.00

'56 FORD

EA

The Brand to
Reach for

NO MONEY DOWN*
WAS NOW NOTES

•
•

MI11111111111111111n11111111111111111111111111111.1111

DIRECT
RAMBLER
FACTORY
DEALER

K.C.

KING COTTON

CLEARANCE

In 6-3481

•

2o.

The English Lecture Series
and Book of the Semester Program at LeMoyne College will
highlight the month of February.
The Lecture Series, sponsored by the college's English Department, will present Dr.
Ralph G. Johnson on the morning of Feb. 8. Dr. Johnson,
professor of English at LeMoyne, will speak at 1030 a.m.
in the Brownlee Lecture Hall
on the "Four Philosophical
Concepts in Literature."
Other lecturers before Dr.
Johnson were High A. Lifson, art director at the college, and Brother Luke Maurelius, chairman of the English
Department at Christian Brothers College.
LeMoyne's four academic
divisions, along with the college's Cultural Activities Committee, are presenting the
Book of the Semester Program
in four sections. Chosen for
discussion is Jacques Barzun's
"Darwin, Marx, Wagner: Critique of a Heritage" (second
edition).

pastor of Pentecostal Church,
best "house - watchers." Take who followed Rev. Williams
the case of the young single on his Sunday radio ,program,
Lauderdale County in TenMemphis woman who went to received a letter congratulating
nessee and Grenada County in
Little Rock to visit the not-so- him on the song and sermon.
Mississippi are among the 16
young, married man during the
Rev. Patterson said he was sure
rural and small labor market
Christmas holiday. The man's
areas designated recently as
wife was out of town. But the the minister (whom he doesn't
JOHN H. CASH, JR.
audieligible to participate in the John
neighbors — the watch dogs — know) appreciated the
11 Cash, Jr., son of Mrs.
mmence
but
the
he
was
not
saw the visitor. When the wife
job-generating program of the John II. ('ash, or., of 610
of the "Heart Break Hoi
returned, she started divorcester
Area
Redevelopment Admin- Brown Mall, has been sent to
Premixing for meet — The youth of the
Smith, city-wide organization chairman;
tel" saga.
proceedings.
Christian Methodist Episcopal Church of
Mrs. Tealle McClanton and Mrs. Lucy Suttles. istration of the U. S. Depart- Amarillo Atli. Texas, for
TALKING ABOUT divorce QUIETLY AND privately
Standing, same order, are Miss Mamie Shields ment of Commerce.
training as a United States
proceedings — William Par- Dan Partee took unto himself Memphis will present an Ecumenical Service
and Miss Christine Daniels. The theme of the
ARA Administrator William Air Force administrative specrish, the ward politician — a wife. Rev. Kenneth Whalum at Trinity CME church at 650 Wells ave. on
meeting wil be "To Fill the Emptiness." Dr. L. Batts, Jr., said that the new ialist following training at
has decided to separate him- performed the ceremony at St. Sunday. Feb. 3, at T p.m. with Rev. P. (',onya
C. D. Coleman, general secretary of Christian designations in seven states Lackland AIM, Texas. Airman
self from
his better-half. Paul Baptist Church on E. Hentrel as host pastor. Seen here making
"Things ain't like they use to McLemore last Saturday (Jan. preparation or the meeting, from left, are
Education for the CME church, will deliver
and the Commonwealth of Basic Cash is a 1962 graduate
19). Only a small group wit- Rev. Ilentrel, Rev. N. Charles Thomas, direcbe."
the sermon. Music will be rendered by a 100- Puerto
Rico are based on low of ilaiker T. Washington High
SHE GAVE HER boy friend nessed. Partee is employed at tor of Christian Education; Mrs. Ella Belle
voice choir of CME youth. !Withers Photo). family income, low farm fam- school.
a pair of flaming-red shorts the Abe Scharff Branch YM- Raines, promotional chairman: Rev. William
ily income or substantial and
with a design of a big black CA as a recreation director.
persistent unemployment.
bull and instructed him to THE OLD SAYING about
Once an area is designated,
never wear the shorts when "there's more ways than one to
the next step is toward Fedhe was with his wife.
skin a cat." was put to practice
eral financing and technical
SHE ASKED a bachelor use by 14-year-old Freddie
assistance is the preparation
"when are you going to Sengstacke, of 1634 S. Parkby a local development group
marry?" The bachelor, who way East, son of the general
of an overall economic developwas jilted several years ago manager of this newspaper.
ment program.
by the same woman just be- Last Friday when streets and
The program is designed to
fore she married, replied, sidewalks werc covered with
Porter Junior High School
Construction of a $354,000 In the past 10 years, grants
"When you become a widow." snow and ice and walking was wing, devoted exclusively to and funds supporting research PTA observed "Fathers' Night" provide immediate useful employment on needed public GEORGETOWN, British
Was that very touching?
almost impractical, Freddie got research in the basic sciences, at Meharry have grown from Tuesday evening in the school
works in ARA areas and in GUIANA — (UPI) — British
began
last
week
cafetoriurn.
Rev.
at
Meharry
J.
A.
Mcskated
ice-skates
and
THE RIGHT sermon but the out his
$53,635 in 1952, to a current Daniel, executive secretary of areas where unemployment has Guiana's
heaviest January
Medical
college.
visit
a
away
to
several
blocks
wrong preacher: Rev. Victor
Meharry's
president, Dr. yearly figure of over a half- the Memphis Urban League, been below the national aver- rainfall in 83 years caused exWilliams played the pop song friend, Mark Siger. Later Donnine
age
for
of
the
million
past
12
dollars.
was the featured speaker.
tensive flooding around
of "Heart Break Hotel" and ald Hawkins got into the act. Harold D. West, in making the
He addressed the audience months.
then preached a sermon on it The boys took turns in using announcement, said that re- The president said that this
Georgetown and thousands of
kind
of
support
demands
adcent
grants
of
$55,964
from
the
on
the
theme
of
the
observtransmeans
of
as
skates
during one of his recent radio the
dollars of damage.
ditional
space.
"Previously,"
National
Institutes
of
Health,
ance,
"Helping
To
Fill
The
idea,
huh!
programs. Rev. J. 0. Patterson, portation. Not a bad
$10,000 from
Chattanooga's he said, "we had run out of Emptiness in the Lives of
Flood waters from four days'
Benwood Foundation, and $25,- space long before reaching our Youths."
incessant rain seeped into •
000 cash - from the Chicago research potential."
stores, killed livestock, uprootIt was expressed by memAlumni Chapter, will bolster
ed trees and damaged crops.
West emphasized that the bers of the PTA that some of
Willie B. Jones. Jr., son of Mr.
construction of the three-story research wing is one of the the educational problems of
Suburban residences owned
and Mrs. Willie B. Jones, sr.,
unit.
objectives of the college's $20 this generation is helping
by senior government officials
West said the wing "will million 10-year de"elopment youths to participate effectivewere flooded. Dr. C. Livie, UN of 2133 Heard ave., has been
Installation services for the and a. duet by Mrs. Maxine enhance our research activity program. It is the second build- ly — and with personal satismarketing adviser to the gov- reassigned to Laughlin AFB.
ernment, had to abandon his Texas, for training and duty as
1963 officers of the Hyde Park Johnson and Mrs. C. Brooks. by providing additional space ing project to begin within faction in the enduring proMrs. Mildred Riley, consul- home and
cesses of human living. TeachHollywood Civic League were The speaker was introduced to accommodate our growing the last nine months.
seek temporary ref- a fire protection specialist after
The first was the Ill-bed ers and parents can bring to tant for the Pet Milk com- uge in a drier part of the completing basic training at
held recently at the Hill Cha- by McAllister Waters, adver- research program and provide
pel Baptist church with O. Z. tising manager of the Tri- opportunities for the creation addition to the college's teach- youth a deep feeling of per- pany, told about the value of city.
Lackland AFB. Texas. Airman
Evers as guest speaker.
State Defender. Mr's. Maxine and exploitation of new un- ing hospital which will go into sonal responsibility — giving milk in the diet of young chil- Shoppers braved the weather Jones is a graduate of Manasthem
the
paralelled
knowledge
and
advances
in
the
baoperation
around
September
skills
sas High school.
Officers were installed by Johnson was also a guest at sic medical sciences."
necessary for intelligent judg- dren when members of the by using boats.
or October of this year.
Dr. Vasco A. Smith, Jr., and the service.
Lady Alice Day Care Center
tnent and action.
Vashon Hardy served as Inas- The program was concluded
Mrs. C. D. Hill is president Mothers' club met at the center of cermonies.
with remarks by the pastor,
of the PTA and A.B. Owen, ter at 1917 Freemont recently.
B.
Greetings were presented by Rev. E. L. Slay, Charles
Jr. and C. Thompson are prinIn charge of the meeting
Miss Goldie Parks on behalf Myers, Sr., is president of the
cipals at the school.
Bell
preceding the lecture was Mrs.
of the church and remarks League and Mrs. Eula
made by Dr. John R. Jordan. Neely is secretary. Mrs. C. G.
Dorsey Atkins. Mrs. Mae Moon
Music for the program in- Brooks was chairman of the
also gave a short talk on the
committee.
eluded selections by the choir program
value of a day care center.
The club's next meeting will 666 gives extra-fast decongestant action because it's
be held on Tuesday, Feb, 12.
Shelby Wildlife ManageMrs. Johnnie Mae Cooper is liquid, no waiting to dissolve. Keeps you "regular"too.
ment Area will have six twoNEW YORK — The NAACP director, Mrs. Atkins president, There are 5 major symptoms of.
sibly reach. Its gentle laxative acLegal Defense and Educational and Mrs. Sylvia Graham re- cold: stuffiness, achiness, fever,
day hunts beginning April 8
tion keeps you "regular" during
Fund received this week a porter.
with quota of eighty hunters
constipation, and general "sickthis critical time. The unexcelled
feeling." 666, the time-tested and
effectiveness of 666 hen been
per hunt.
$3,000 donation from
the
proven
cold
medicine,
fights
all
5.
proven to thousands of users.
Applications for the Shelby
Prince Hall Masonic Shriners.
No "one-ingredient" product can
When you have • cold, tains
turkey hunt must be made on
The check, presented to Dido this. 666 was made especially
666,and see what real relief can be
rector-Counsel Jack Greenberg
the form provided by the Game
tor colds...and only for colds. It
like. Satisfaction guaranteed ...
and Associate Counsel Conand Fish Commission for 1963
really works!
or your money back. At all drug
counters, only 490. If you prefer
stance Baker Motley in the
The fast decongestant action of
and be postmarked not later
tablets, take 666 col,. tablets...
666 works through the blood
Fund offices in New York,
than Feb. 25, in order to be
Name fast relief. Convenient end
stream ...reaching places where
accepted. The forms may be
represented the annual Shriner
ROBERT HAMBRIC
economical, too.
000e drops and sprays can't poaobtained from the Area Mancontribution to the NAACP
IlamRobert
ager and the Memphis, Jack- Dribbling Ace —
Legal Research Department.
son, and Nashville offices of brie of Chicago, a Junior at LeCharles A. Dargan, national
I the State Game and Fish Com- Moyne, usually gets the call director of the Prince Hall
from Coach Jerry Johnson legal fund drive, in presenting
DELIVERY
mission.
31,
An impartial public drawing when the Magicians run into the check, said "we are fully
is to be held at 1 p.m. Satur- trouble and need a good relief cognizant of, and vigorously
SERVICE
day, March 2, at the New Pop- man on the floor. Hambric is applaud the tremendous battle
lar Tree Lake to determine one of the best ball handlers in being waged in the area of
DISAPsuccessful applicants. The ap- the SIAC.
first-class citizenship for all.
plicants will be notified imWe pledge ourselves to even
mediately by mail and must
, greater support of the leaders
Automobile, Furniture
POINTING?
send a $3 fee to the State
' of this fine organization, of
Signature
Game and Fish Commission,
which we are part and par- Th. is a r•ason why p•ople
Curdell Hull Building, 6th Avit. to do busin•ss with us. You,
cel
Make Yourself Happy!
too, will Me our courteous treatenue North, Nashville 3, TennJohnson, proH.
Clifton
Dr.
ment and desire to help you.
essee, post-marked on or be"Open Thursday and Friday
fessor of history at LeMoyne,
Call
fore March 23, or the assignFor
Nights Until 7:00 P.M.
returned to his post this week
ment avill be given to the alSaturdays 9:00 to 1:00
after spending 16 months at
ternate.1
Benjamin
Lewis
and
MissDIXIE FINANCE CO.
FAST,
FREE,
CITY
WIDE
Fisk University performing a
es Clarice Sykes and Thelma, Hoists Owned
Hom• Operated
1014 MISSISSIPPI
special mission for the AmerTownsend will be hosts SunDIXIE
Enjoy your favorite Spirituals, Hymns and
ican Missionary Association.
DELIVERY
ON
PRESCRIPTIONS, DRUGS,
day, Feb. 3, when the LeFINANCE COMPANY
Gospel Songs—sung by stars of stage, radio,
While at Fisk he was in charge
SUNDRY
NOTIONS
AND
Moyne
Club
meets
at
5
in
the
'W•
Hit,
to
say
yes
to
your
television and records. It's entertainment and
of filing and cataloging an exloan requisite'
faculty lounge of Brownlee
2-1721
WH 8-9255
change of letters between the
WH
Phonaas
inspiration for the whole family.
Examined
and
Superyls•d by
Hall on the college campus.
AMA's officials and teachers
the State Department oi
Emphasis
will
be
on
Alumni
during the period following
Insuranc• and Bank)".9.
Sunday which the club is
2 LOCATIONS
The La,Fabulous Social and Ithe Civil War.
sponsoring Feb. 10. Mrs. Ann
Aid club was entertained by
L. Weathers, president, A urg- 181 S. Main, JA 7-8581
Mr. and Mrs. Onnie Brown
ing all LeMoynites to attend 152 Madison, JA 5-7611
during a regular meeting of
the monthly meeting.
of
board
the
Members
of
the club. Presiding at the'
business session was the vice the. 14th Ward Civic club will
president, Mrs. Fannie Ware. meet at the home of the presAmong guests at the meet- ident, 0. D. Dotson of 1089
ing was Rev. D. B. Burdige. Beach, on Wednesday night,
Mrs. Pauline Brawn is pres- Feb. 6. The meeting will start
at 8 p.m.
ident of the club.
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K.C. Franks
K.C. Bacon
K.C. Sausage
K.C. Lunch Meat
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•
made in the U.S. Govt. inspected
kitchens of the

- NAT BURING PACKING CO.
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Rev. Yarned° To
Speak At Beulah
Baptist Church

Quality Service Results In
Eransion For Local Tailors

•

Installation of officers and
departmental heads of Beulah
Baptist church will extend
over a four-dpy-period beginning Wednesday, Jan. 30 and
continuing through Sunday,
Feb. 3.
The guest speaker at the
nightly services will be Dr.
W. L. Varnado, retired pastor
of Cummings Street Baptist
church.
The services will be climaxed on Sunday, Feb. 3, when
Dr. A. L. McCall°, pastor of
Salem-Gilfield Baptist church,
delivers the Installation Sermon.
Alexander Sanders is chairman of the services, Mrs. Ada
Mae Bland co-chairman and
Rev. W. C. Holmes pastor.
Mrs. Mildred Wilson is church
reporter.
The public is invited to the
services. Beulah Baptist church
is located at 2407 Douglass
ave.

The only company in the Gentlemen Designing School of for nine persons and will hi!,
Tri-State area which offers a New York, Tennessee State others as business increases.
complete service from the and a local firm, BHS embark- TRAINING YOUNGSTERS
manufacture to the rental of ed upon what some . skeptics Visualizing the future, the
pit and academic — is BUS declared was an idiotic ven- founders already look forward
pit and caademic —is BHS ture which would soon col- to the day when their children
Custom Tailors, Inc., at 248 lapse.
will take over the firm. A
But by offering good service "Junior Executives" club o
Vance.
The initials "BHS" stand for to the public, BHS soon ex- six children has been organizthe initials of the founders of panded into the choir, pulpit ed — some of its members are
and academic, robe field and under 10 — and they come
the organization.
"B" is Birkley Buckles, is presently handling business in on Saturdays and have
executive vice president and for clients in more than 23 started learning the business
treasurer; "H" is Albert J. states. Its customers are men from the "ground up."
Henry, the secretary; and "S" and women of all races.
Said one of the founders,
A philosophy which BHS "We are offering
is Leonard J. Small, president
such efficient
dividends
believes
is
paying
of the organization.
service that many persons are
with
us
benot
trade
The trio was working with is: "Do
surprised to learn that we are
another tailoring firm here in cause we are Negroes. If we a non-white
organization, ofreasonable
you
got
tocannot
give
they
Memphis when
fering jobs to our own peoprompt,
quality
goods,
Cusprices,
and
founded
B-H-S
gether
ple."
tom Tailors, Inc., at its cur- efficient and courteous service, BHS is listed
by Dun and
rent location on July 10, 1057. then we have no placc in busi- Bradstreet
and is equipped to
ness."
SERVICE
GOOD
offer service to all sections of
Backed up by training at From its original three emUSA.
Tuskegee and the American ployees, BHS now has work the

• •

His father Christopher, 40,
Here employees are seen making Ebolr robes to be sent to is a deacon at Morris Street
many sections of the country. BlIS opened for business on Baptist church, worshipful
master of his Masonic Lodge
July 10, 1957.
and president of Burke high
the school, but to get an edu- school PTA.
cation," he said recently.
The Elder Gantt, who takes
obvious pride in his son and
The second annual Christian
"The fact that my going to four daughters, has worked as
Education Day was presented
Clemson will integrate the a mechanic in the U.S. Navy
MRS. FLORENCE SAMUELS Washington, Ark., on June by the Sunday School and Bapschool is secondary but I feel shipyard for 21 years.
an
18architect,
student
waged
tvants
to
be
an
1State
lie
Among the Mid-South citi- 14, 1868, in the home of a tist Training Union of CumCLEMSON, S. C.—(UPI)
all the better since it will help
Gantts mother, Wilhelmenia,
zens, who recall the nearly all woman who had bought her mings Street Baptist church
—Harvey Gantt is an ath- and the only architecture month legal effort to achieve education in South Carolina." 38, is a member of the womof the one century of events mother from a slave stealer a on Sunday, Jan. 27, Charles
wish.
South
Carolina
is
at
ihis
school
in
Gantt,
20,
comes from a solid en's missionary union and
which have taken place since few years before the end of N. Terrell, superintendent of letic-looking young man Clemson College, an all-white
"My reason for going to family in the picturesque Port teaches a primary Sunday
the Sunday School and Earl J. who says he wants to study
the pnancipation Proclama- that institution.
the
former
Clemson
is
not
to
integrate
City
institution.
So
Iowa
of
Charleston.
school class.
Not satisfied with educa- Houston, director of the BTU,
tion was signed by President
in his home state because
Abraham Lincoln is Mrs. Flor- tional opportunities offered in charge.
practice
he
will
The afternoon program was that's where
ence Samuels the 'senior mem- Negroes in the area, Mrs.
7.
her of St. Peters Baptist Samuels moved to Little Rock highlighted with a special "In- his profession.
where a school was set up terrogative Forum" conducted
church at Earle, Ark,
Mrs. Samuels was born at near the arsenal there. Mrs. by Dr. Charles H. Dinkins, as-- Samuels later finished her sistant dean of the National
schooling at Union High Sunday School and BTU Conschool in Little Rock.
gress.
VETERAN IN CHURCH
He was assisted by Mrs.
Mrs. ISamuels was married Cornelia Sanders, assistant
to James Elm in 1889 and dean of the Memphis Sunday
after his death 10 years later School and BTU Congress; L.
situ became the wife of V. Johnson, director of Chrisdirector
Bradley,
of
J. Robert
Charles Henry Samuels and tian education, First Baptist
church music of the Baptist the mother of five children. Church Lauderdale; and Mrs.
Publishing
School
Sunday
An active churchworker, A. M. James, BTU director of
Board in Nashville, has been she is the oldest member of Salem-Gilfield Baptist church.
named director of music for the the Tyronza District Women's
An "Open House to Visitors
National Sunday School and Association and has been its Hour" was conducted during
Baptist Training Union Con- president for the past 46 the Sunday school hour.
gress, to fill the vacancy cre- years. When its first meeting
ated by the death of Mrs. was held 70 years ago, Mrs.
Lucie E. Campbell Williams, Samuels served as its first
Jan. 10.
secretary.
Bradley, a native of MemShe also outranks all other,
phis, had been assistant to nizmbers in St. Peters' BapWilliams
about
30
years.
Mrs.
tist church where she has
Rev. C. H. House and memA jet of live steam exHe is well known as a gospel been doing missionary work bers of his Cane Creek Bapplodes, while the rice is
soloist in Baptist circles.
for the past 57 years. As late tist church were guests at the
still in its husk, driving
as 1960 she raised $114 for mass Installation program at
the church's Friends Day pro- St. Peter Baptist church on
natural vitamins and minergram. Her pastor is Rev. A. Sunday, with Rev. House givals deep into each white
Oliver of Memphis.
ing the "Installation Message."
When 40 churches in the Host pastor was Rev. C. J.
grain. The result is a totally
Tyronza area got together and Gaston. Beverly Bankston is
new rice ... high in food
opened a vocational school, church reporter.
Mrs. Samuels was employed
value with a fresh new
When the Usher's adera- as supervisor of the girls'
flavor. Try it.
tion held instal1ation7seiVices dormitory, a position she held
at the 'tree of Life Baptist until the school closed.
Church on Colorado st. last
Sunday, R. E. Harshaw, Jr.
Mrs. Maridell M. Reed, who
was installed as president. For
recently purchased a home at
1963.
1266 Castalia St., told the Tri
a•
Other officers installed were:
State Defender earlier this
George Washington, first vice
week, that she has been anpresident; Eddie Drake, secnoyed by visitors, sightseers
ond vice prfsident; 0. L. Shaf- An 11-year-old boy is ex- and telephone calls since she
fers, third vice president; Gus pected to preach a sermon moved into the two-story
Brooks, fourth vice president; Sunday, Feb. 3 at the Foote stone and stucco house.
Mrs. Harriet Lee, recording Homes auditorium, 578 Missis- She said it all started after
secretary; Mrs. Lyrtle 'Thorn- sippi Blvd. at 2 p.m. announces a photo of her home appeared
ton, assistant recording secre- Mrs. Christine Becton and in the Jan. 12 issue of the Trtary; Mrs. Lillie Fant, chap- Mrs. Cordelia Walton, spon-.State Defender, which was
lain; Mrs. Allie Dunlap, As- sors.
placed in advertisement by
sistapT chaplain; Mrs. Haney The hey, Rance Golden, is the Simmons Real Estate coma
member of Little Zion Bap- pany 401 Linden ave.
Cohill, treasurer; Mrs. Bettie
Hemmingway, chairman of tist church in Darling, Miss.
He
started preaching when he
arts and craft; Mrs. 0. V.
Ghoston, chairman of Ways was five years, it was reportUsher Board, Deaconess,
and means committee; Mrs. ed. Hs is termed a "dynamic
Mother of Church,
Celia Harris, chairman of I speaker."
CAN YOU USE.
Nurses, Missionary,
health unit; Mrs. Leola Scott, Music will be supplied by
Prayer Bond
chairman of speakers bureau;I the New Hope Baptist
MORE
Nylon, Dacron, Colton,
and Mrs. Cora Underwood, Church's junior choir a n d
Poplin, Sires 5 to 52
Lone,Short and RA Sleeves
chairman of publicity.
!others. This program is one in
The featured address at the:a series being sponsored for
SUMS FOR VSNERS
AND ORGANIZATIONS
GROUND FLOOR
installation services was de- the benefit of Foote and Clealewest Price. Available
livered by Rev. L. D. McGhee,!born Homes chorus. The series
STERICK BUILDING
CATALOG
It)
WRITE FOR FREE
pastor of the St. John Baptist will climax Feb. 22. The pro'.1/VilfRF FOLKS IIKF YOU
grams are open to the public. SPRINGER EAMON UNIFORMS
GPI PRI/IRENIIAC
church.

Women,92,Still Active
In Tyronza District

'Education Day
Celebrated At
Cummings Church

ROBES THEIR SPECIALTY — Althou,gh they make clothes
for all occasions, BHS Custom Tailors, Inc., make garments
for all occasions at their establishment at 248 Vance ave.

Education Gantrs First Aim

• •

To Fill Vacancy
Created By Death
Of Lucie Campbell

Cane Creek Visits
St.Peter Baptist

Ushers Ina!
New Oilcan-

New Home Buller
Annoyed By Visitors

11-Year-Old Boy
To Preach Here

UNIFORMS

'
.
CASH
CITY FINANCE

701 N It., N.E.
Washington 2,0.C.

YOU CAN NOW GET YOUR
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED AT

MEDICAL ASSOC. PHARMACY
1324

Mississippi

EV[RYONE WILL ENJOY THEIR PROMPT COURTEOUS
AND EFFICIENT SERVICE
946-0411
AND IF NO ANSWER
IA 7-3311

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
TAILORS

CUSTOM

BHS
INC.
248 Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320

Memphis, Tennis...
"YOUR Company Makes Whet Yens Ask For And
Creates Whet You Think Or

•

77 Alabama St., S.W.
Atlanta 3, Simla

SERVICE'

GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Woman's
Best Friend!
JACK SPRAT Can be the best friend of
your church, civic group or charitable
organization. Jack Sprat Labels are worth
/
1 2 cent each. Mail or bring to Air-Press
Advertising Agency, 2071 Union Ave.,
Memphis, Tennessee.

QUALITY STAMPS will be
your best friend at Gift

SAVE 80* I•rot

Giving Time, when you shop
eergl
ed
delivered

milk

each time you buy 2 half-gallons of

MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE

CART HOME SAVIINGS!

the "Price-less" Wav
from your Quality
Stamps Gift Book!
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ETTA KETT
DoN'r JUST STAND
THERE! LET'S GO
SEE IT!
•

By Paul Robinson
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IT'S IN THE SCHOOL
OFFICE! IT musr nr
\_ FANTASTIC!

ISN'T SCIENCE TERRIF/C?
HOW DOES IT WORK?

wiNGEY'S AMBITIOUS.'
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GET ANYPLACE ?'

DAD! I-IOW DID
YOU GET YOUR
START IN LIFE
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—

By Bob Lewis
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SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA

Robert "Honeyboy" Thomas, popular
radio personality for Station WDIA, was
brutally beaten and possibly permanently
injured by a group of teen-age thugs last
week-end.
The incident occurred while Mr. Thomas
was closing a benefit Teen-Age Sock Hop
designed to help raise money for the
March of Dimes. The dance was being
staged at the Abe Scharff YMCA ... an
institution designed to provide a thug-free
environment. Mr. Thomas was giving his
services free . . along with Mrs. Jean
Steinberg and other WDIA personnel.
A comparatively large and well-behaved
group of teen-agers were in attendance,
No unpleasent incident had occurred until
"Operation Wolf" got under way. Then,
without provocation, the gang of thugminded teen-agers and their slightly older
companions arrived. Evidently inflamed
with alcohol, members of the group began
taking over the "Y." According to reports
the gang makes a practice of molesting
other youths who frequent the "Y."
BROKE HIS NOSE
The attack on Mr. Thomas was sensebroke
less. Members of the gang first
tickets
take
to
designated
pass the persons
kicking out
at the door. Then one began
Then
entrance.
"Y"
the
at
doors
glass
the
they grabbed Mr. Thomas. Knocked him
down ... kicked him in the face ... almost
knocked out both eyes ... broke his nose
... snatched his coat over his head, and
dragged him down the icy street. He
finally broke away and ran. The gang
scattered. Mr. Thomas was finally taken
over by those accompanying him ... and
ue
taken to theA
that looms up imbig
mediately is ..."Why?"

•

Republican Outlook
More of President Kennedy's legislative proposals will be met with
counter-proposals rather than simply
fought head on, if newly influential
younger Republicans have their way.
This policy of "more alternatives" was described by Rep. Charles
E. Goodell (R) of New York as a
principal objective of the younger
Republican House members who installed Rep. Gerald R. Ford of Michigan as chairman of the House Republican Conference and increased their
voting strength in the Republican
Policy Committee.
Mr. Goodell, a third-term Congressman, was one of the organizers
of a smooth operation with the limited aim of capturing for the younger
members a share in the House Republican leadership, but not its top command.
The Old Guard Republican leadership is too old, too set and too senile
to move with the tide of events. If
its counsel prevails the GOP faithfuls
will have little to hope for in the
scheme to capture the White House
from the Democrats in 1964.
The Republican drive to outdo the
Dixiecrats in their own precincts is a
depressing sign of the party's desperate attempts to garner votes on
whatever terms or conditions. Under
these circumstances, the GOP leader-

ship, it appears, would go to any
lengths to get even the devil to register under the party's banner.
Observant Negroes are under the
impression that Republicans are itching to identify themselves with the
Dixiecrats in Congress and in Dixie
so as to reduce the voting power and
strength of the liberal Democrats
who are doing their best to change
the segregation climate which yet
persists in our midst.
Let GOP chieftains realize that
for every segregationist vote they
gain, they will lose at least a thousand Negro votes. Unless the new Republican leadership in Washington is
perceptive enough to press for a
drastic change in policy and strategy,
the party is headed for oblivion.
We repeat what we have said in
previous comments in this page, the
Republican Party cannot return to
power, capture the White House by
the strategy that the Old Guard is now
using. It will not come back as a
dominant political force so long as it
ignores the rising tides of liberalism
which have swept the Democrats into
power time and time again. And if
Arizona's Senator Barry Goldwater,
the arch conservative, is to be the
narty's standard-bearer in 1964, political seers may as well begin writing the GOP's political obituary.

Governors Can Help
Unemployment is sufficiently
serious to warrant most vigorous action by those who share executive
responsibility in government. Thus
spoke Secretary of Labor W. Willard
Wirtz to Midwestern Governors who
met in Chicago recently.
He told the assembled state chief
executives that unemployment was
not a "problem of economic weakness, but of economic growing pains."
The problem is not self-correcting,
he said, and quite "different and special measures must be developed if
we are to find jobs for the millions
of marginal workers who are chronically out of work."

Stressing that there is not one unemployment problem in the United
States today, but rather several very
different ones, Wirtz told the governors that two of these specific problems were "the increasingly acute
problem of unemployed members of
minority racial groups."
The governors were told that only
through cooperation at all levels of
government and industry can the unemployment problem be solved. Secretary Wirtz is quite right in placing
some of the responsibility for resolving the unemployment issue on public
officials who have the power and
means to do something about it.

NOTWITHSTANDING
Thaddeus T. Stokes
To Our Own Chagrin
One of the greatest calamities that parents, educational, social and economical
institutions can perpetrate upon an innocent child is "neglect."
Neglect during childhood usually lies
dormant until the child becomes a teenager before it manifestS itself fully in devious hideous ways.
It is obvious that the estimated 17
young men who accosted Robert "Honey
Boy" Thomas last Friday night as he was
leaving the Abe Scharff Branch YMCA,
were all victims of "childhood neglect."
First, I will relate the incident.
THEIR FISTS
Thomas, a disc jockey at Radio Station
WDIA had been "spinning-records" at the
Abe Scharff Branch YMCA, 254 S. Lauderdale St., from about 8 to 11 p.m. for a
"Sock Hop" which had been sponsored by
a local grotp of volunteers for the March
Of Dimes.
As Thomas was leaving the YMCA
with two stacks of records under his arms,
on his way to his automobile, parked a
short distance away, he was attacked by
this group of satanic boys, after he fell on
the ice and snow covered ground. They
beat him brutally with sticks and their
fists as well as kicked him.
Thomas suffered a fractured nose, cuts
and bruises about the face as well as
bruises about the body. During the attack,
Thomas missed a wrist watch of which he
was very fond because it was presented to
him by the Cotton Makers Jubilee in 1959
when he was crowned king of the affair.
He also missed his records, and his hat.
HOODLUMS HAD FLED
He was carried to John Gaston hospital
for treatment and then released.
Police were called but before their arrival all but one of the young hoodlums
had fled.
Accompanying Thomas at the "Sock
Hop" were Mrs. Martha Jean Steinberg,
also a WDIA personality and J. B. Brooks
who is also employed by the radio station.
Persons witnessing the brutal beating,
include tan Partee, whos is employgd as
recreetimi director at the YMCA, exflress-
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ed amazement at the attack because
Thomas had not given any cause — by
word, deed or action—for the onslaught.
This vicious gang of boys did not
need an immediate cause to provoke the
sadistic attack. This gang and similar
gangs are the ones who start fights at
football and basketball games. This gang,
seldom will pay admission to dance but
will group on the outside of the hall where
a dance is being held and start fights as
participants leave. A similar pattern is
followed at parties and other social functions.
SOCIAL ILLS
These youngsters are "sick" — sick
from all of the social ills caused by long
time "neglect."
First they suffer from the "neglect" of
delinquent parents while they are still toddling babes. They suffer from the "neglect" caused by poor educational situations. They suffer the "neglect" caused by
an evil racial situation. They suffer from
the neglect caused by sub-standard housing. They suffer from the "neglect" of
slave-like economical situations. They suffer all of the social ills caused by the
"neglect" of our political situation.
Momentarily there will be a bit of bemoaning the fact that Thomas fell victim
to the gang when it was venting its feeling
against this "neglect." Some could say that
the motive was to rob Thomas of the
money collected at the "Sock Hop." Well!
how can you account for similar attacks
when the money-motive is non-existant?
FIENDISH GANG
The gang's motive is "fighting the neglect it has too long suffered." When the
young men beat and kicked Thomas—it
was not Thomas—deep in their hearts —
but they were beating their delinquent parents—their total economical, educational,
religious and other social conditions.
The young men were attempting to destroy everything that is decent and honest.
If we—as community leaders—fail to
find a solution to this problem, then we
are also contributing to he "neglect" of
this fiendish gang,—to our chagrin.

JACKIE ROBINSON

Notes 'Tokenism' In JFK's
Anti-Bias Housing Order
A COMEDIAN friend of mine — who
wasn't joking at the time — once observed
that President John F. Kennedy is a "master of tokenism."
I think it is obvious when one takes a
close, hard look at the highly-praised
"stroke of the pen" which Mr. Kennedy
finally made, after much delay, to bring
about more equity for minorities in the
field of housing.
At the time the President came
through with this promise to sign an Executive Order, this column joined enthusiasticaly the loud chorus of approval which
came from civil rights and other leaders.
Frankly, I believe we were too generous with our praise before we made a
thorough study of what Mr. Kennedy
signed.

nothing in the order about the one issue
which is more vital than any other in the
Jim-Crow housing picture.
Although he must be aware that the
real problem in housing stems from the
mortgage and lending institutions of this
nation which systematically refuse to give
assistance to democratically planned building, the President failed to mention them.
The Associated Negro Press reports
that Dr. Weaver, at a recent press conference in Washington failed to answer
questions which would interpret the bill.
referring reporters to the President for
the answers.

Free To Continue Bias

REPORTERS at the conference, according to ANP, emphasized that as the
order stands, segregated housing projects
now in existence wilt continue to exist for
Stripped Down
years to come and that even integrated
BOTH ROBERT WEAVER, the Fedprojects now in existence and subsidized
eral Housing Administrator, and the Presiwith federal funds can—if they wish —
dent's brother, Atty. Gen. Robert Kennedy, have admitted publicly that the' convert to segregation without fear of any
reprisal from the government.
Presidential order was stripped down a
Another burning question concerns Dr.
great deal from what it was originally
Weaver
himself. It is said that the Presisupposed to be.
dent has definitely abandoned his anThere have been outcries from the
nounced plan to propose Dr. Weaver as
South and from some people in the buildhead of an Urban Affairs Department
ing industry but, let's face the facts.
with Cabinet stature.
Neither the South nor the many builders
Mr. Kennedy apparently is more than
who want to maintain lily-white policies
ever convinced that he can fool the Negro
in housing are too worried about Mr. Keninto loyalty to him with gestures. This was
nedy's document.
Painfully obvious in the State of the Union
They aren't worried because the order,
message the other day in which he comin the main, permits prejudice in housing
pletely ignored the entire area of civil
to continue to exist.
rights legislation.
In the first place, as the Associated NeJobs, Slums First
gro Press has pointed out—and as various
human relations organizations have noted
IT IS SAID that the President told the
—the President set the effective date for
"Big Eight" Negro leaders who recently
the order as of November 20. 1962.
conferred with him in Washington that he
must solve other basic questions such as
Further, he stipulated that no federally
employment and slum clearance and that
subsidized housing prior to that date would
this will have a more telling effect in favor
be affected.
of the Negro than emphasis on civil rights.
Bank Rolling Jim Crow
In our opinion, it is up to the "Big
THIS MEANS, of course, that the govEight" to now follow through and to make
ernment will go right on bank-rolling jimit clear to Mr. Kennedy that even the most
crow housing for almost another year after
sweeping Executive Order which can be
signing of the order. It also means—when
imposed by one President and wiped out
you consider the two years Mr. Kennedy
by another will not take the place of solid,
allowed to pass without action—that the
workable and forthright laws.
builders of racially restricted housing will
The same Negro votes which swung
have had a three-year holiday at the taxthe balance in Mr. Kennedy's election
payers expense.
could bring about his defeat in 1964. The
More important than the time element,
President should be reminded of this in no
however, is the fact that the President said
uncertain terms.

The People Spcak
Automation
Much has been said and
written about the effects of
automation an d increasing
population on the well being
of unskilled and semi-skilled
workers. Various officials of
government, labor and management speak vaguely about
"job retraining:" some economists are saying that automation will create more jobs
—in the "long run." But the
plain stark facts of the matter are that the trend toward
automation is irreversable and
more and more workers will
be thrown out of work.
The Kennedy administration must get its head out of
the sand and face reality; it
must state the problem in
clear and precise terms; it
must explain and elucidate
the problem and all its impli-

cations. A high degree of sophistication has been achievcd in the means of production,
the industrial base. This renders much of the ideological
super-structure obsolete.
The only solution to this
problem is a public works
program by the Federal government as soon as possible.
James Allen
Chicago

To Create Jobs
Dear Editor:
More bad government in
Chicago would give the unemployment picture a needed shot in the arm.
I am referring
a system
of creating jobs that pro.,ed
quite successful
in
New
York State. This system I
call the Adam Clayton Powell
system.

Here is how it
or
would wnj
r. l., -ago: An
unemployed man writes his
alderman, who, on the side,
is a banjo-player with an
orchestra, and tells him of
his plight.
The alderman then rises to
the occasion, and answers
the letter, saying that he will
Investigate
the
situation.
Then the alderman sets up a
committee whose duty it is
to find out why the letterwriter doesn't have a job.
The
unemployed
letterwriter is than made tioad —tif
th:, committee. From then on,
his salary is bounded only
by the limits of his own
imagination.
It works in New York,
so why not in Chicago?
Jay Mendelton
Chicago

There are a gang of answers. One of
the answers is the attitude expressed by
a bunch of local Negro leaders who are
at the Shelby County...
still demanding
Grand Jury re-investigate the alleged.
"police killing" of a 19-year old Negro
youth, whom the officer involved, stated
was caught in the act of trying to break
into drive-in restaurant.
Attention is called to the action of this,.
group because it is so indicative of what'
can happen when ideas of rights are car- -40)
ried to extremes. In their endeavors to
give vent to their resentment of past extremes reached by law enforcement officers, too many Negroes are prone to seek
excuses for any extremes reached by
members of their own group.
CAN'T BE WRONG
There are too many Negroes who take
the attitude that another Negro can't be
wrong when he gets involved with the
police. Too many are too prone to allow
any kind of conduct among Negroes just
because they are Negroes. Too many Negro leaders try for popularity by excusing
anything any other Negroe does ... as long
as nothing is done against them as indivivals...
That group of Negroes demanding a
re-investigation of the case mentioned
above would do well to think back into
their own motives ... are they obeying
the dictates of a deep-seated resentment e
against the Police Department ... are they
really seeking "protection" for an evident
thug ... or are they trying to establish
themselves as racial "heroes"... or are
they really seeking justice?
Not too long ago, when teenage violence
reached extremes in the Negro community, an approach was made to local
Parent-Teacher groups. Their attention
was called to the fact that there was
danger of the ending of night-football
games for Negro schools because of the
excesses. It was suggested that the PTA
groups come out publicly in favor of
stricted law enforcement against Negro
youths who act like thugs.
ANY OTHER THUG
Several prominent leaders of the PTA
groups vigorously opposed the idea of requesting stricter enforcement of the law
against Negro youths. They took the position that police officers go too far already
in their treatment of Negroes ... and that,
the day a responsible Negro group made
such a request, that would mean open sea- is
son on Negrose ... with Negro endorse- ‘-‘r
ment.
Well, now, the position of such persons
is understandable ... when it's remembered they were looking in only one direction ... the Negro direction. But. in the
light of the Negro protest demanding the
rights and privileges of first-class citizens
... then it seems logical that all responsible groups of Negroes should be prepared
to face their "responsibilities" as citizens.
Mob violence and gang tactics by Negroes
are no more excusable than the same coming from any other group. Negro thugs,
should be knocked off just like any other
thugs.
Some Negroes may ask "Why don't the
police do their duty then?" The answer
was given recently by a white policeman,
who was called to the scene of Negro
thug action against another Negro. The
officer said, "I don't want to get further
involved and have the NAACP try to get0
my job just because of some Negro they'll'
holler for ... right or wrong." Get it? In
the meantime, what must we do for oty'
own Negro protection? Hunnh?
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she has almost paid her life schools if they felt there would directly to the source and dis- must be careful in talking
membership in the NAACP. be no trouble. But the com- covered first-hand the world with Negioes lest some inWhile she recognizes the munity, she added, is at the of things she did not know stinctive retnark out of her
complexities in the nation's ra- mercy of the opposition who about a group of people with Southern heritage bring her
cial problems, she has discov- control the political offices and whom she had associatiOns all to grief.
her life.
ered that ignorance and fear the press.
She must be equal careful
are the main factors which During the uproar over the "The racial problem is not in talking with white liberals.
woman who realized only a.
create such tensions as those Swanson case, a cross was an isolated thing. It has its But she is outspoken and
few years ago how crucial is aristocracy in which
in Virginia, Mississippi and burned on her front lawn. She basis in the inherent inability many times finds herself on
the race problem in America. families have Negro servants
Arkansas.
was not intimidated by the of people to communicte with the defensive for a remark
Mrs. Boyle's preoccupation and most children are practi"The amazing thing about senseless act or by the threat- each other. Even when two which has been misinterpretwith the race issue dates back cally raised by Negro nursethe Swanson affair is that ening calls, but she was stun- people are talking, one many ed.
to the struggles of Gregory maids.
most of the people in my set, ned by the reaction of her times must stop to 'explain'
Swanson, who in 1950 chal- She stated:
CITES EXAMPLE
what he is trying to say.
including people at the Uni- friends.
lenged the University of Vir- "It was a society which diversity of Virginia, held the "Their primary feeling was "This lies at the root of all "For instance, at a meetginia's power to refuse ad- vided Negroes into two steresame opinion I did. They be- that I had brought the whole problems of human misunder- ing recently I told the story
mission to Negroes.
otypes — good and bad. The
lieved that Swanson should thing upon myself. Even those standing. White people do not of a Negro congregation' which
story
,The
of her part in good Negro was the one who
be admitted.
who agreed with me in prin- understand the Negro and the was invited to worship in a
At struggle and of the en- recognized his place and was
"But the, were afraid to ciple thought that I had gone Negro does not understand the white church after their own
suing upheavals in her life content with it. White people
whites. People always assume edifice had burned down.
speak out. I thought that when too far in this fight.
are skillfully chronicled in her of my class had a warm affec"I stated that only two
I took the lead others would "But I was brought up to that others are different.
book, "T h e
Desegregated tion — even love—for them.
follow. If only five per cent believe that one fought for "If I thought like segrega- members of the Negro congreHeart."
The bad ones were punished.
of them had voiced their one's convictions, and I can- tionists, if I failed to under- gation came, and they came
Warm and informal, Mrs. "We saw nothing wrong
opinions, there would have not change that belief," she stand Negroes as individuals, only once. Then I added that
Boyle talks with ease and with signs that said "Negro
been no trouble.
said.
then I would be a segrega- perhaps Negroes prefer to
wry humor on a subject Only" because there were also
"Polls were conducted which
The degree to which her tionist, too. But I know bet- worship in an atmosphere
which has sent many south- signs that said "White Only."
showed that the faculty and convictions isolated her from ter. I know Negroes as in- free of tension.
erners into rages of uncon- To .us it was an orderly sostudents at the university had her friends and affected her dividuals."
"I was immediately set uptrollable fury.
ciety in which every person
no objections to admitting a life is borne out by the fact GIVES MORAL SUPPORT
on by other members of the
"The racial problem," she knew his role and was satisNegro, but the same people that prior to 1954 she was In speaking of the National group who thought I was saysaid, "is like two individuals fied with it."
kept quiet when they should often called upon to address Conference on Relegion and ing that Negroes prefer things
not understanding each other.
Race, Mrs. Boyle remarked: the way they are. I did not
have spoken out."
local groups.
Then came Gregory SwanWhat one is trying to say, the
She blamed' politicians and "Before I made my beliefs "No doubt it will have an mean this because I know it
son and Mrs. Boyle's entire
other misunderstands. People
the press for causing the public, I had responsive au- Impact on the public mind is not true."
viewpoint changed. It was not
actually hear only what they
greatest amount of trouble. diences. They would ask ques- and give moral suport to
that she suddenly became an
Mrs. Boyle realizes that her
are thinking."
"Suddenly, it was not a simple tions seeking information on people who want to act and "education" is not complete,
integrationist. Deep inside she
BARRIER'S MAGNITUDE
case of a person being admit- the topic. Then, after I ex- are afraid. It will have as that she has much more to
had always been a fair-mindShe discovered the magnited to a university. Scare tac- pressed my racial convictions, great a value to those who learn about Negroes and the
ed person of goodwill. It was
tude of this barrier when she
tics were used by which the I noticed a change in the au- read about it as for those who ponderous question of racial
the furcr over what she confirst became active in seekpeople were made to feel that diences. The questions they participate in it.
sidered a perfectly normal acsegregation and discrimination.
ing to aid the integration
he South was being invaded asked were not to seek in- "There is only one thing to But she is undaunted.
tion that served as the catalyst
SARAH PATTON BOYI.E
se.
and that our whole way of formation,.but to trip me up be desired — that it will pro- "If I were going to quit, it
of change.
I was suddenly in a world
and embarrass me. After a duce action. When People get
life was in peril."
y myself. My friends thought "When Swanson won his help, but I found that Negroes way of thinking from that Even now, stated Mrs. Boyle, while, I just wasn't asked to together in a conference like would have been at the befight,"
she
said,
"I
white
wrote
when
my
to
ginning
I had gone mad, and Nelooked upon me with suspi- of Negroes.
this, they tend to 'intellectthere is only token integra- speak anymore."
friends thought I had gone
groes mistrusted my motives. him and offered him the same cion. After all, I was a white The measure of her success tion in Virginia. Negro chilstimulate
They
all
ualize."
newspapers
Although
It was then I realized that I type of 'maternalism' I was woman with a fine family may well lie in the fact that dren who go to school with over the country have prais- thought, but action seldon fol- crazy and Negroes suspected
me of having some sinister
knew nothing about Negroes." used to giving to Negroes. I background. They could see she ended up as board mem- whites have experienced little ed Mrs. Boyle's book, her lows.
It was not that she had contacted T. J. Sellers, editor no reason for my intrusion un- ber of the- Charlottesville trouble, but there is no move hometown paper has never "But, I am very hopeful plot up my sleeve.
been isolated from them, but of the local Negro weekly less I had some evil motive." NAACP — while a distant re- to achieve a greater degree of mentioned it. However, the about this conference. It is "I am going to say other
the world in which she mov- paper, and it was here that Mrs. Boyle related how she lative was an official of the integration.
word has reached Charlottes- historic in many ways. The things at other times which
ed alloted a "place" to Ne- my education in race relations then became a "disciple" of local anti-integration organi- "It must be worked on ville, and sales are gratifying. mere fact that it took place will be misunderstood. But
really
began."
question within
groes and any deviation from
Sellers, going to his office zation.
town-by-town, person-by-per- Mrs. Boyle is not what she will produce results and point there is no
Mrs. Boyle clasped her twice a week for two
that pattern violated certain
myself of my sincerity."
calls a "library liberal." She the way for the timid."
years, Mrs. Boyle also helped in son," said Mrs. Boyle.
head
and laughed.
written and unwritten codes
orobine and searching, trying the founding of the Virginia She stated that most of the stated that most Southern
Mrs. Boyle still has a hor- It is not often that a Virof Southern behavior. She was "Oh, I was ignorant. I real-,to And a way through the Commission on Human Rela- people would agree to admit- liberals find out about Ne- ror of saying the "wrong ginian makes such bold statea part of the gentle Southern ly meant well. I wanted tot barrier which separated her tions, and proudly states that ting Negroes to all-white groes from books. She went thing." She finds thee she ments.

By LLOYD GENERAL
"Fear, that's what it is. I just don't know why
people are so afraid of each other."
The speaker was Mrs. Sarah Patton Boyle, Southern aristocrat, author, and observer-delegate to the National Conference on Religion and Race. She is a white
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Trinidad's Natural Beauty
An Attraction For Tourists

Prof Threats To Quit
'Alarm Miss. Businessmen
JACKSON, Miss. — (UPI) — The presidentelect of Mississippi's Economic Council said he was
"disturbed" by reports that a number of faculty
members are preparing to resign from the University of Mississippi.
Jack R. Reed said he has been told that the
chairman of the chemistry department and several other department members at "Ole Miss" plan
to leave at the end of the school year in protest
against the university administration's alleged
laxness toward student demonstrators.

' Confab To View Factors
In S. Africa Struggle
NEW YORK — The cru- The crucial problems faced
Africans in these countries
cial factors in the struggles by
will be examined and anafor African independence lyzed by African leaders and
in Africa to the south will other conference participants.
"This conference will not
be considered at the fourth ony consider the problems of

international conference of the each specific area," said Dr.
PORT - OF - SPAIN — buy handmade Indian jewelry where many East Indians live with beaches. One of the top
American Society of African John A. Davis, AMSAC presiYoungest nation in the at Couva. The road also skirts and past the Trinidad Yacht attractions is Buccoo Reef,
Culture (AMSAC). This meet- dent, "but will discuss and
Caribbean, Trinidad has immense oil refineries and Club. The coast of Venezuela world famous marine garden
techniques being
ing will be held at Howard evaluate the
much to offer tourists with sugar factories, the basis of on the South American main- where bathers can wade
used in the present struggle."
land is visible from heights through schools of brilliant
University, April 11-13.
time to branch out from Trinidad's prosperity.
TECHNIQUES USED
Swimmers who prefer on the reservation.
the capital.
tropical fish. Birds of para- 191111111111111!111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
Entitled "Southern Africa in
He went on to say that such
Excursions into the coun- fresh - water bathing may CRUSOE ISLAND
dise can also be glimpsed on
Transition," the conference techniques include passive retryside reveal a wealth of nat- splash at Blue Basin. This No trip to Trinidad is com- an islet sanctuary, (a special
will deal with such troubled sistance, armed force, boycott,
ural beauty, ranging from lush deep pool is formed by a 340- plete without an excursion to side trip of about three hours)
areas as the Portuguese ter- propaganda, collective intermountains to excellent foot waterfall and is only nine neighboring Tobago, the "Rob- the only place outside of New
ritories of Mazambique and national action, and regional
inson Crusoe" Island. Half an Guinea where the creatures
beaches. About the size of miles from Port-of-Spain.
Angola, the Congo (LeopoldPan - African action through
Delaware, Trinidad has 2,000 Trinidad has one of the lar- hour away by BWIA shuttle, can be seen in their natural
ville), South Africa, Southwest organizations such as PAFMEmiles of good roads.
NASHVILLE — "Light, Lib- ner is being given as a tribute Africa, Northern and Southgest U.S. bases in the Carib- the island can also be reached state.
CSA (Pan-African Freedom
Guided tours can be arrang- bean, and Americans can apply via modern steamers, the ScarApproximately four and a erty and Learning" will be the to Dr. West for his 38 years of ern Rhodesia, Nyasaland, and Movement for East, Central
ed, and self-drive cars are for a visitor's permit. Motor- let Ibis and Bird of Paradise, half .hours from New York by theme of a testimonial dinner service to Meharry and for his the High Coinmission Terri- and Southern Africa).
ists approach the base through in six hours.
also available.
jet, Trinidad is also a favorite honoring Dr. Harold D. West, devotion to local health and tories.
Timely and pertinent inforpresident of Meharry Medical civic affairs.
The most popular junket is the district of St. James Unspoiled Tobago is ringed port of call for cruise liners.
mation on the explosive nature
College, which will be held
—
to Maracas Bay, 14 miles from
Mrs. S. H. Freeman is coof events in southern Africa
Monday, Feb. 25, in the Nash- chairman of the steering comPort-of-Spain. Three hours is
is expected to come out of this
ville Municipal Auditorium.
long enough to enjoy the
mittee.
meeting.
The $25-plate per couple din- Dr. West, a native of Flem"Skyline Highway" route.
"It will be of interest not
rshing through gorges and
ington, N. J., came to Meharry
only to the scholar," said Dr.
ntations, the road descends
in 1927 from Morris Brown
TAMPA, Fla. — (UPI) — Davis, "but also to those perMaracas, a crescent bay
College in Atlanta. While there
conference of the sons concerned with policyideal for bathing and rpitnici.
he served as professor of chem- The state
National Association for the making and hence, with the
The highway now extends for
istry
and
head
of
the
departEVANSTON. Ill. — Asst. Prof.
Advancement of Colored Peo- weighing of action in these
a further six miles on to Las
Eugene J. Webb of the Medill ment of science.
ple asked the Democratic Na- areas."
Cuevas, another popular bathSchool of Journalism, North- He joined Meharry's faculty tional Committee not to hold
The Howard Conference
ing spot.
COLUMBIA, S. C. — Aparoximately 20 coordinated rated which enabled a student western University, has been as associate professor; later its 1964 convention in Florida comes in close proximity to
One of the sights on the way
groups, each directed by a , to enter Allen with a primer awarded a $21,209 grant by the became professor of bio-chem- unless segregation in the Leadership Conference which
back is the small San Antonio Allen University, first incaptain, serve under the comU.S. Army for a study of Afri- istry and, eventually, chairman itate is ended.
met last November at Arden
zoo shaded by a semen tree stitution of higher educaand leave it with a college can languages.
of the department. In 1952, Dr.
mittee.
Lowry, House in Harriman, N.Y. That
Leon
Rev.
A.
The
that covers a full acre. Visitors tion established by South
degree,
or
a
Normal
certificate
became
the
first
Negro
Webb will leave Feb. 8 to West
with an extra hour can detour Carolina
Negroes them- Dr. Howard E. Wright, pres- —good for school teaching. spend a month in Africa study- president in the college's his- state NAACP president, wired conference voiced the Negro's
through the basically East In- selves, celebrates its 93rd an- ident of the university since
the committee that, with the concern about United States
ing the languages of various tory.
dian village of Tunapuna and niversary next month on a August 1961, said $125,000 in The Theology Department —
exception of Miami Beach and policy in emergent African
Freeman
said
that
in
Mrs.
tribes.
past the Faculty of Agriculture background rich in historical contributions is being sought heart of the Payne Institute
Miami, hotels and motels in countries.
addition
to
being
president,
Dr.
of
technical
director
Formerly
The Leadership Conferof the University College of significance, particularly at for this year's observance. Last program—was established in
Florida are 99 per cent segreand
West
"is
a
singularly
able
research
department
of
the
the
ence gained international atyear's contributions exceeded
The West Indies, to Mount St. this moment.
gated.
Dickerson
Thepopular
teacher
among
the
stuwhat
became
joined
Tribune,
Webb
Chicago
tention when President KenBenedict, crowned with a mon- The 93rd Founder's Day cele- $63,000. Direct appeals are beMiami is seeking the next nedy gave a rare two-hour
the faculty of the advertising dents" as well as "a leading
astery where one may enjoy bration schedules a weeklong ing made to alumni and ology Seminary.
ConvenNational
Democratic
of
investigator
in
bio
chemistry
the
School
department
at
audience to the Conference's
friends throughout the nation. The university also operated
lunch.
program of events, Feb. 10-16,
tion.
Journalism in 1960.
research.
Call Committee.
a Law School.
LINED WITH BEACHES
memorializing Richard Allen FORMERLY PAYNE
Papers delivered at the
Allen University was foundTrinidad's east coast is lined (1760-1831), for whom the
Elected first president of
AMSAC meeting are expected
with beaches offering a variety university is named, and who ed as Payne Institute in 1870, Allen was the Rev. J. C. Watto provide new insight and
of bathing conditions. The per- founded the African Metho- and was located on 150 acres
ers who, like his successor,
important information on the
fect crescent of Balandra Bay dist Episcopal Church (1816), at Cokesbury. It fulfilled the
problems being faced by Afstretches one -half mile and which sponsors Allen Univer- dream of native born Bishop Atty. Joseph W Morris, had
ricans in the above named
Daniel Alexander Payne (1811- attended the law school at
is washed by a single foaming sity.
countries and the progress bewave at rhythmic intervals. The 1963 observance begins 1893), often regarded as the South Carolina University being made in solving them.
nzanilla Bay, farther south, Sunday afternoon, Feb. 10, in "Apostle of Negro Education" tween 1873 and 1877. Mr. Morin America.
THIRD CONFERENCE
ood for surf bathing.
a special religious service in
AMSAC's Third InternationUniquely, Payne Institute, ris also had served as the third
Motorists, continuing south, Bethel AME Church of Columprincipal of Payne
al Conference, which was held
can drive over the hard sand bia. The Founder's sermon will primarily concerned with pro- and final
in Philadelphia in 1960, was
educated
ministers, Institute.
of Cocos Bay for 12 miles on be delivered by Bishop How- ducing
concerned with the historical
Allen turned out its first
to Mayaro Beach. All these ard Thomas Primm, who pre- was founded the very year the
development of Pan-Africabeaches are bordered with sides' over the Fifth Episcopal State of South Carolina made graduates in 1884. Between
nism in which Negritude has
palm trees arching into the District of the denomination. its first major move towards that year and 1890 the univerplayed such an important part.
breeze.
The Rt. Rev. Carey A. Gibbs public education. The School sity graduated 14 persons from
Some 40 papers which were
Act of 1870 later provided sal- its Law School, a dozen with
One of the most colorful presides over South Carolina
delivered at this meeting are
utory efforts on state public Letters, and 54 from the NorSeventh
Episcopal
Dis—the
drives fro m mid-January
contained in a publication
schools.
mal Collegiate Department.
through mid-March is the run trict.
"Pan-Africanism ReconsiderInstitute,
named
for
Payne
5,000
GRADUATES
through the Montserrat Hills The Founder's Day address
ed." That conference was probecame
At the close of its 1961-62
to Pitch Lake. Cocoa-shading will be delivered by Dr. Rem- Bishop Payne, soon
phetic in that immediately
demands
of
inadequate
for
academic
year,
Allen
Univerthis
bert Stokes, president of Wilimmortelle trees blanket
thereafter, according to Dr.
eager
minds
and
ambitions
of
than
had
more
sity
produced
redclouds
of
berforce University, Xenia,
landscape with
Davis, the new African nations
orange blossoms. The road cuts Ohio, Saturday morning, Feb. a people less than a decade re- 5,000 graduates about 80 per
were actively involving themmoved
from
slavery.
them
teachers
of
cent
school
Fernando,
the
University
18,
on
the
Allen
through San
selves in a new kind of PanIt had been host to 'thouAccordingly, acceding to decountry's second town where campus.
Africanism which was contithere is a large East Indian
In between Sunday and Sat- mands, church leaders and sands of conventions, confernental in nature and related
special
seminars
ences
and
Dickerson
F.
BiShop
William
population.
urday daily events are schedto world government.
qualiPitch Lake is the largest uled, ranging from an activity who had been assigned to aimed at improving the
"AMSAC would hope that
ty
of
ministers,
teachers
and
by
the
GenSouth
CarOlina
natural deposit of asphalt in by the university-sponsored
its new conference will underinspiring
youth.
denomeral
Conference
of
the
slownurseries on the campus and
the world-114 acres of
;eke equally incisive and imSparTo meet modern day dely shifting tar, solid enough in Greenview to the annual ination in 1880, met at
portant questions with regard
the
tranferred
anburg
and
mands
emphasis
in
training
is
the
that
Extravaganza
Classique
by
has
it
to walk on. Legend
to the newly emergent or
Columbia,
Cokesbury
achool
to
other
being
shifted
to
areas
Choir.
University
tribe
who
Allen
Dr.
Harengulfed
a
ii,.
e lake
lations for the National Foundation,
RECOGNITION of outstanding work in
troubled areas of Africa," said
Allen than teaching—a second move IN
tb
changing
the
name
humming.
are
being
hanAll
activities
kill
the
to
ed
dy has for 15 years been one of the highest Dr. Davis.
University, memorializing —away from the Payne ob- the annual March of Dimes campaign. Dr. .1.
rds for which Trinidad is dled by a Founder's Day Comindividual fund raisers in the drive against
Garrick Hardy (left) of Montgomery, Ala. is
AMSAC has offices at 15 X.
mittee, of which Mrs. Thelma Bishop AlleK- who had been jective. However, school teachfamous.
crtnpling diseases.
watch by
40 St., New York City, and in
ers remain its larger produc- presented a Hamilton 505 electric
Apother advantage to mak- H. Fisher and the Rev. J. W. born 120 years before.
Lagos, Nigeria.
Charles H. Bynum. director of intergroup reing ,tthis trip is the chance to Withersption are co-chairmen. A curriculum was Maugu- tion.

Testimonial Dinner To
Honor Meharry President

O
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Allen first College Set Up By Gets $21,209 Grant
S. C Negroes To Mark 93rd Year For African Study

NAACP Urges Demos
To Bypass Miami
For Meeting
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Hanley's Hat Show To
Be Given Friday Nile

Council Of Negro
Women Selects
Youth Organizer

•

Once again the Parent- errs, Mesdames Mary Fraasige
WASHINGTON, D. C. — A
Teacher Association of Hanley Allen, Lillian Newman and
Lynchburgh, Va. woman, Miss
Elementary School extends to Rosie Parham. From Tinaa,
Roslyn V. Cheagle, has been
named Youth Organizer for
the citizens of Memphis an in- Miss., will come Mrs. Luciitida
hats and models.
the National Council of Negro
vitation to attend their Annual Grant with
Women. The appointment was
Hat Show. It is scheduled for Some of the designers will
announced by Miss Dorothy
Friday night, Feb. 1, at 7;30 show their originals of elegant
•
I. Height, national President,
o'clock in the school cafetor- peau-de-soie, fabulous silks,
following the Council's annual
fashionable straws, to say
ium.
meeting held recently at the
head-hugAmong the special designers nothing of the chic
Statler-Hilton Hotel.
and the very
city who will partici- ging bowlers
the
of
Mt !
Miss Cheagle, a former field
king-sized flowered
pate are Miss Eunice Carruth- feminine
secretary for the NAACP, is
creations.
--Old Man Winter's spectacu- next hostess for the Nonchaa graduate of Bennett college,
FEASTING TOO
lar show here in the Mid South lanta, at her home at 1640
where she majored in History.
The attractive models will be
43 been reminiscent of win- Wellington.
Who in
"Who's
to
Elected
stylishly dressed to compliters associated with the far SILHOUETTES MEET
Colleges," she was
American
ment the beauty of their chapTHE SILHOUETTES. countnorthern regions of our fair
active in sit-in and movie dempeaux. They will delight the
land . . fit for neither man erparts of the men of Kappa onstrations. She plans to puraudience with the new subtla
nor beast — but so delightful Alpha Psi fraternity met at sue further education in the
fitted "SHIFT," the "CAVEPir
to the young and young in LTHEL WYNN's lovely home
field of law. While at Bennett,
Stu- look, the "CLEOPATRA" look,
SALISBURY, N.C.
heart and especially the tots in Lakeview Gardens last Miss
exchange
an
was
Cheagle
who had ne'er beheld that week, making plans for the
dents from Livingstone Col- and most of all, the "JACKIE
student to Mt. Holyoke College here are looking forward KENNEDY" look.
fluffy torment called snow forthcoming 1963 Debutante lege in South Hadley, Mass. A
to their participation in an
nor t h e sparkling pristine Presentation of the fraternity, member of Sigma Rho Sigma
Although the hat show is the
exchange program with stu- majn attraction of the evening,
beauty of frozen ice on shrub- which will be held in the Mez- (Social Science Honor Society),
zanine Ballroom of The Audidents from Haverford and a delicious dinner of barbebery, trees and grounds.
she was among those who
Bryn Mawr colleges in Penn- cued chicken spaghetti and
Being of the hothouse vari- torium, Friday, M a y 3, at initiated a successful voter
sylvania.
ety of homo-sapiens, give us 8 p.m.
slaw will be served.
registration campaign in
the warmth of the sun, sans LILLIAN CAMPBELL was Greensboro, N. C.
Scheduled to leave LivingDuring the two years of the
those elements that threaten named chairman of the debustone on the morning of Feb. school's existence, the P.T.A.
Working from the national
his and limb! One refreshing tante selection committee. On headquarters in this newly
5, to meet with the students has donated a movie projector,
thought continues to prevail — hand were Vivian Willis, pres- created position, Miss Cheagle
coming from Pennsylvania at television set, record players.
Richmond, Va., are: Edgar N. microphone, and $350 toward
"All this too will pass," and ident; Margaret Wilburn, vice will spearhead the Council's
the beckoning promise of ethe- president; Beverly Crawford, new and intensive approach to
French, Jr., Salisbury, and the initial requirement for setMargaret Michael, Bost o n, ting up a first class elementary
real springtime is assured — corresponding secretary; Rose strengthening community servS.
recording secretary;
sophomores; Marva ,Belew, library. This year they hope to
for in our yard, we saw push- Evan
ices and developing young
Gary, Ind., and Thomas Hill, complete the payment for the
ing through the icy crust, the Elene Phillips, treasurer; Bar- adult leadership. Since its
Goldsboro, N.C., juniors; and library and purchase a filmspikes of the first crocuses and bara Atkins, parliamentarian; founding in 1935 by Mary McChristie Sawyer, Roper, and strip projector and an additionjonquils. 'Ere long, we'll awake Ethel Wynn, sergeant-at-arms. Leod Bethune, NCNW has been
Anderson
Mrs.
and
Smith
James
Mrs.
of
among
ler,
top
the
discussion
is
Ball
Charity
George Edwards, Lincolnton, al record player.
to a fine morn and declare, KEEL SCHOOLBATRONS
actively concerned with the
Bridge. club president. (Photo By Erne.l seniors.
"Spring is Here!"
Members of Alpha Phi Chi increasing opportunities with the above three charming members of the
Mrs. Arlette Wright, general
Withers)
J-U-G-S club, which sponsors the Living Ads
Yes, everywhere folk were chapter of Alpha Delta Chi and for youth.
chairman of Friday nig
ball annually. Left-right are: Mrs. Albert Miltalking about the weather, Sorority met at the home of
program; Mrs. Myrtle Cr
but doing something about it. Vivian G. Ford, 1957 Quinn
;ford, Hat Show chairman; Mrs.
The treachery streets called Ave., with Mrs. Alma Booth,
'Selena McCargo, president of
postponement to two bridge principal of Keel School for
the P.T.A., and the principal of
part:es that we know of last Crippled Children, and Mrs.
school, Mrs. Beulah M.
the
J -U-G-S Social club promise festooned with decorative flags Contributions to the ball will
Saturday . . . and doubtless Theresa Williams. Hom e
Nigeria — (UPI) — Williams, all urge the public's
LAGOS,
a memorable night for their will center the tables. Flags, be $2.50 per person. Some of
there were scores more. So, of Bound Teacher, who discussed
and support.
The foreign ministers of the attendance
necessity news is as scarce as the needs of the school, at the
charity-conscious and fun-lov- representing each of the em-I the lucky guests will also bel
Edna Fisher is publicity
Miss
Ed1806
John
Mr.
Johnson,
food for the birds in such hap- invitation of the group which monson St., a well known club ing patrons at their ninth an- bassies will form a continental given souvenirs from the vari- Monrovia group of African chairman.
states condemned the "tragic
penings. (Did you put food and has adopted the school as a member, sold his radio thru-a. nual charity ball. This "stellar" background for the band, Bill ous countries.
and outrageous assassination"
water out for our feathered community project.
want ad placed in the Tri-State event is set to be staged Fri- Hawkins and his orchestra.
will
The
ball
benefit
formal
of Togo President Sylvanis
Much credit is due this group
and furry friends, the birds and
With the trooping of the the J-U-G-S Special Project — Olympic, and urged the Togo
Defender. Mr. Johnson adver- day, March 1, in the mezzanine
the squirrels? Here is a warm- for its awareness of the extra- tised the radio for sale in a ballroom at Ellis auditorium.
counselor
a
of
the
a
to
ball
off
maintenance
the
be
will
colors,
government to
provisional
The Bronzette Thrift club
ing sight which proycles a curricular needs of the children Defender want-ad. He had 4
Mrs. Longino Cooke, chair- grand start! The highlight of for un,wed mothers. Additional prosecute the soldiers who met at the home of Mrs. Matdeep pleasure to the innermost at this interesting school.
calls, and a man from the man of decorations, has made the ball will be the presenta-!information may be received killed him.
tie Cash of 367 Dunlap st. last
Attending t h e meeting, north side bought it the next
reachers of one's soul.)
extensive plans for carrying tion of "living ads" in front of by calling the general chairproposed that week, and a delicious menu
ministers
refreshThe
by
followed
which
was
NONCHALANT
day, Mr. Johnson said, "I'm
respective embassies, man of the ball, Mrs. Hester a fiveman mission to go to was served.
ments were members Vivian very happy with the results out the theme of the ball, "A t he
BRIDGE CLUB
Visit Down Embassy Row." whereupon they will dance .. .1 Miller at EX 8-3026 or any Togo to investigate whether
Mrs. Beatrice' Arnold, presGitssie
Rosa
Pittman,
Fords,
MRS. LOUISE WARD was
of the Defender want-ad."
The motif will be carried out "Down Embassy Row."
'other member of J-U-G S.
Olympio's assassination and ident, was hostess at the club's
the recent hostess to the NON- Driver, Maxine Driver. Gracie
with each embassy colorfully
the overthrow of his govern- first meeting of the year.
CHALANT BRIDGE CLUB. at, Lewis. Mertis Pruitt and De- Memphis and the Mid-South represented by a pretty "livMrs. Frances Thomas is secment stemmed from outside
a smart dinner-bridge held at lores Binns.
for convalescent facilities. It ing ad" serving as an ambassaretary of the organization.
subversion.
her home, 1091 Neptune St. OAKWOOD CENTER
is next door to the Medical dress of goodwill from the
There, election of officers The beautiful Oakwood Con- Associates Clinic, owned by country she represents.
BATON ROUGE, La.—When few institutions renting the
claimed the attention of mem- valescent Center at 1328 Mis- Doctors Ish, Atkins, Saville,
second semester classes started computer for academic and
ball
the
to
'The_entrance
room
open
held
WHEN YOU THINK OF TRAVEL CALL
hers, resulting in the election sissippi Boulevard,
research purposes.
and Arthur Flowers.
will be aglow with two huge here, Southern University stuhouse from 2 to 7 p.m. last
of the following,
parof
be
will
computer
The
The convalescent center is American flags studded with dents and faculty found inLouise Ward, president; Lu- Sunday, for the public to view
ticular interest for students in
cile McKinney, vice president; the beautiful 30-bed convales- staffed by skilled and experi- miniature electric lights. The stalled a computer complex, the school of business.
be
ballroom
with
will
dramatic
Ruby
a
nurses,
Mrs.
enced
Loretta Kateo, secretary; Lil- cent hospital.
which is being rented by the
lian Newman, assistant sec- The structure is under the Hines, R. N., as administrator. picture of international spleti university at a cost of some
of
dor
COUIlle
flags
with
various
is
Vivian
Ford
reMrs.
G.
the
Ish,
S.
W.
retary; Elmyra Williams. trees- direction of Dr. G.
Rat Pack Blamed
$18,000.
tries interlacing the wall.
urer and Samellen Wilson, re- Jr., president of Oakwood ceptionist-clerk.
IA
the
rectly
will
beneath
flags
which
set-up,
computer
The
were
Refreshments
served
AtL.
Leland
Dr.
Center, Inc.;
'EVREUX, France — (UPI)
porter.
Delicious food and the pleas- kins, Dr. A. F. Saville, Jr., through the courtesy of The wide sun-burst arrangemeal includes the 1820, a 622 card — About 600 villagers near
3Z
flowers
peculiar
native
of
and
Milk,
Milk,
Pet
Carnation
of
Patterson
ant pastime of bridge occupied and Bishop J. 0.
9 A M 6 P.M —Monday thru Friday
reader, key punch and 407 line here were without drinking'
the other moments of the affair the Church of God in Christ. the Coca Cola Bottling com- the region represented by 1Xli printer, is considered a com9 A M.-2 P.M.—Sat
gnawed
flags.
rats
because
water
the
under
Memphis,
of
panies
conditionair
is
building
prize winners were The
.
The tables will be overlaid plete set-up for technical through electric cables supply656 VANCE AVE. PHONE-527-5633 MEMPHIS. TENN.
Lydia McKiney, Ruth McDavid ed and has speakers from nurs- supervision of Mrs. Mildred
es' stations, and is intended to Riley, Mrs. James Roland and with white cloths. Massive ate studies. Southern is one of the ing power to the pumps.
and Bernice McClellan.
rangements of red carnatiOns
Elmyra Williams will be the help meet the vital need in W. F. Nabors, respectively.
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MISS MID-SOUTH CONTEST
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Sponsored by
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
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HAVE FUN WHILE YOU RUN IN THE MID-SOUTH'S
MOST EXCITING BEAUTY AND POPULARITY CONTEST

HERE ARE THE RULES READ THEM
RULES OF CONTEST
'
If you ar• that young lady, re
veal yourself by entering the "Miss
Mid-South" Contest which is being
Tr -State
til•
• by
sponsored

Dafonder.
Her• are this qualifications for
enticing the contest.
(1) Any s i n gl• y oun g woman
between ti,e ag•s of 16 to 22
years of age, who has never been
married.
(2) Must b• of good reputaton.
(3) Must be a member of some
civic,, social or religious organication.
(4) Must hav• written consent of
parents or guardian.
(5) Must hav• attained at least
two years in high school.
Rules of the popularity con'
t•st include:
register
must
Cont•stants
with the Tel-State Defend., not
later than Jassuary 19th, 1963.
The starting date for Contestants
to regist•r is at 10 elan., Sour..
day, D•c. 15, at the Tri-State
D•fender office, 236 S. 'Y•Iling•
ten Ave.

.,
.1. Facts contestant must pass th•
official entry aualifications.

2. Must otonin entry ounliCcetion
quota of 200 official votes by
F•beuary 1, 1963 to continu• in
Contest.

3. Official starting date is necernber 15, 1963 at 10:00 A.M.
4. Ballots will Is• counted each
Saturday at 5:00 P.M., during the
entire time of contest. Ballots con
be brought or mailed to the T r i.
State Delend•r's office, at the
alsove a441,,I. inch ...•eml, votes
will be counted, nn,j,on in the ,,,
issue of the Tri•Stat• Otsfendsr.
5. Foch contestant must submit a
recent photogranh of herself prefethbly (bidet, & ',hire, gl ossy,
5 ., 71, bust.
6. Official ballots (votes) will ,P•
pear in th• Tri•Srat• Defender only.
7. For each new subscription of
th• Tri-State Defender sold by a
contestant, bonus votes will be
awarded. For a 1 year's subscripSian (56.00) 100 votes will b•
awarded; 6 months subscription
(53.00) 30 votes will be awarded
and for a 3 months subscript ion
(51.75) 25 votes will be awarded.
C. Pack contestant is •ligible to
be sponsored by a business firm,
religious, social or civic orarrnisa'ion.
9. Contest en.41 April 1 3, 1963 at
500 P.M.
lg. winner will b.. announced April,

20, 1963, in th. Tel-State Defender,
11. Coronation Ball will be
May 4,1963.
12. Decision of judges final.

ill. Entry fee $1.00.
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SEND THIS FOR APPLICATION TO THE
MISS MID -SOUTH CONTEST
Memphis, Tennessee
236 S. Welfington
...

Please Send Me An Application and Other
Information For The
MISS MID -SOUTH CONTEST
_
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Carnation is the healthy family milk with extra Vitamin D

CITY

PHONE

--.

AGE

Extra Vitamin 1D for sound teeth, sturdy bones and steady growth
Extra Vitamin D to give your babies a healthy start, and to help your
children grow straight and strong and sturdy. Extra Vitamin D to add
good health to your cocoa and cereals, custards, puddings and pies.
Carnation is the healthy family milk -with twice the Vitamin D of
ordinary milk, in every golden drop!

SCHOOL

OR COLLEGE

Even when you mix it with an equal amount of water, Carnation is
richer than sweet, whole milk.' Yet it costs far leas than ordinary milk.
No wonder Carnation is the world's favorite evaporated milk, by far
Your family deserves the best. Your family deserves

arnation•
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DEFENDER

erlim
ILAX
L.
Anna C. Cooke
SCHOOLS CLOSE
in Wards 2 and 3. This is a
The weather is always with Jackson City Federation Prous, and we sure got our share ject and a Federated Club
last week causing Jackson and visits the In-mates every third
Madison County schools to Sunday to serve refreshments.
close along with many other
In the last Federation club
schools over the nation. The meeting the members there
children for the most part also voted to furnish a room
enjoyed the snow though. Fun- in the new Women's Donnny how the thrills of youth tory. Other friends and alumwane with age.
ni of Lane College are invited
In the educational world to share in building a future
from
Jackson
and
delegates
by donating funds for any part
akcilson County school sys- of the furnishings in the new
W.,. journeyed to Nashville building.
on Jan. 19 to 'attend the Ten- OTHER CLUB DOINGS
nessee Education Congress asThe home of Mrs. L. B. Marsembly. Included were Miss tin on Hays, was the setting
Jessie L. Brooks, supervisor for the regular bi-monthly
of instruction, Mrs. Bertha Col- meeting of the
Criterion
lins, Mrs. Guyeula Jarmon, and Bridge club on last Thursday
J. L. Davis, John Werthing, evening. Mrs. Martin is alT. R. White and A. J. Payne, ways a gracious hostess.
Jr.
Mesdames Juanette Beasley
MR. MRS. T. C. HEARI)
Madison County was repre- and Emma Pearson served as
sented by Mrs. S. W. Beasley, co-hostesses to the Sernper
supervisor of instruction, S. Fedelis Council meeting on
W. Beasley, Mesdames Georgia Tuesday evening at the Kozy
NASIIVILLE CHAPTER OF LINKS, Inc., make plans for
Kelley Wisdom, Ozille Drain, Kitchen. Presiding over the
second row, seated. Mesdames S. H. Freeman. S. 0. Roberts,
Myrtle Bush, A. Jarmon, Er- business session was Mrs.
Central Area Meeting, at which 26 chapters will be repreJ. B. Singleton, J. W. Work. C. S. Johnson, G. N. Redd, W. S.
nest Golden and L. R. Cunsented April 19-20. Members of Nashville Chapter who reDavis; third row, standing, Mesdames Arne Bontemps. LeoBernice Lucas, president. A deningham. Mrs. Drain of the
cently celebrated the 10th anniversary at meeting hosted by
nard Archer, Margaret Simms, Harold West, at., Miss Cerelle
licious menu was served by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
T.
C.
dining
room
table.
Candelabra
Heard
Madison County school system
Link Pannell are pictured, first row, seated on floor, left to
Warfield, Mesdames W. E. Pannell, Stephen J. Wright and
Mrs.
Kyles
at
the social hour. were
honored
at
gold
tapers
were
placed
on
a
wedding
was elected chaplain at this
The iniviting home of Mrs. reception given by Mr. and either side. The center piece right: Miss Carol Creswell, Mrs. A. C. Hansen, Miss Lurelia
William Grant. Absent are Mesdames I. T. Creswell and W.
session.
Mary F. Stone was the scene Mrs. Julian C. Benson, 567 was bridal dolls encircled with Freeman, Mrs. R. S. Anderson and Mrs. S. B. Hemphill, sr.;
D. Hawkins, jr.
A detailed report of the
of the monthly meeting of the Alston ave., at their home Jan. antique brass containers, holdmeeting was given by Miss J.
white
yellow
Athenian Art and Literary 13. The bride, the former Miss
Brooks at the regular meetste rsa nodf
Club. Hostesses to this meet- Roberta Benson, is the niece :inngd
m ums
of the Jackson City TeachStone and of the Bensons. She is the The bride wore a dress of
Gene Langston Robinson Rev. Gordon, pastor of the'Sr.
Association on Tuesday ing were Mesdames
the full shirt was enhanced
Stone pre- Ira McBride, wilii Mrs. Rena daughter of Rev. Warner B. gold peau do sole, designed was married to Miss Gracie church. The bride is the daughwhen Mrs. M.
Given in marriage by her with lace. The gown was the
the
with
elongated
president
conducting
Benson,
337
bodice.
The
Hay,
Simpson
ave.,
and
remarks
ter
of Mr. and Mrs. James M.
sided. In additisin to
full shirt featured a bustle Marie Morton during a double- Morton of
the late Mrs. Benson.
bride's own creation.
business session.
Murfuesbpso_Rob- father, the bride wore a gown
from Superintendent Huckaba
is in
and a chapel train. Her shoes ring ceremony at First Bap- inson is the
Religiously,
revival
The
bridegroom
is
the
son
superHolley,
Faye
son of Mr. Lucille of white satin. The bodice, Mr.. and Mrs. Robinson will
and 'Mrs.
this week at Macedonia of Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Heard were gold satin designed by tist Church in Murfreesboro, F. Robinson of
visor, representing Lane col- session
Memphis and fashioned with a scooped neck- establish residence in MemI. Miller.
late December. Officiating W86 the late Walter Lee Robinson, line and wrist length sleeves, phis.
lege were President C. A. Kir- Baptist Church with the Rev. of Hamilton, Miss.
The couple were married at Out-of-town guests includkendoll and Mrs. E. M. Perry. Kelly Miller Smith of Nashed: Mrs. Callula Gardner, of
The members of the associa- ville, Tenn. conducting. The a private ceremony Jan. 4.
The bride is a senior at Ten- Charleston, Miss., and Mrs.
tion voted to furnish a room revival is under ihe direction
Fellowship nessee State A&T university Mary
Youth
Allen of Waterloo,
in the new women's dormitory. of the
croup of which Miss Lorraine where she is majoring in Iowa.
PATIENTS FETED
Journeying to Western K. Bell is president with Miss mathematics. Prior, she at- Other guests included Miss
hostatal in Bolivar, last Sun- 011ie Castle Curry serving as tended LeMoyne college for a Ann Hampton, Mrs. U. C. Tayday were members of the general chairman. Mrs. Daisy short time after graduating lor, Mrs. Florida Branch, Mrs.
Baptist Minister's Wives Count R. Shaw is advisor to the from Morristown Junior col- Alvin Smith, Mrs. Maude Walklege in Mississippi with an as- er, Mrs. Claudine Horne, Aldl who served 137 patients group.
sociate arts degree. She is a vin Benson, Mr. and Mrs.
member of Alpha Kappa Al- Lawrence Johnson, Jr., Charles
pha sorority and a member of Nichles, Woodrow Miller, Miss
the Vance Avenue Church of Freddie Green, Miss Rosetta
Christ. She graduated from Smith, Miss Francis Reed,
operate and extend "best wish- high school in 1958 as "Salute- Mrs. L. Eleanor R. Benson,
BABY. IT'S NOT SO
torium of her class.
Jerry Benson, Eddie Smith,
es" for a successful venture.
WARM OUTSIDE
The bridegroom is a senior Archie Reems, Rev. Warner
Although the COLD NORTH at LeMoyne college where he Benson, Mr. and Mrs. L.
The "big news" in the past
k was the ice, sleet and WIND indeed did blow and is active in the choir, drama- Johnson, Sr., Mrs. Bernice
which has hovered and rain and snow and sleet were tic club. A major in mathe- Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
matics, he is a member of Sec- Taylor, Mrs. Flora Horton,
still is hoverfng; over the'Elluff softly falling, congenial Hesond Congregational church.
Mrs. Florine Taylor, George
City.
ter Miller was a splendid hosFor the reception a three- Hinds and Mrs. J. Tatum and
her
at
J-U-G-S,
the
to
tess
tryare
Some Lakeviewites
tier wedding cake graced the Rev. S. Kyles.
spacious Peace Street abode on
ing to combat it; others are
last.
night
Friday
jtist having fun with snowballs
Members who braved the
and sleds and pot-luck suppers
at various homes, along with weather and once inside, enpopular card games of bridge joyed a warm gathering were
Josey Bridges, Pearl Gordon,
and whist.
gathered at the Gallo- Sarah Chandler, Nedra Smith, Members
Sdrne
_ „
of the Charrnettes
of course,
ways, the Smiths, the Atkinses, Anne Nelson and
Social club met recently at the
scribe.
your
the
Jacksons,
the
arners,
th
home of the president, Mrs.
Willaims, the Jamisons, Following the order of busi- Versa Johnson of 368 GraceFr
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Lee
the
Littles,
and
the
ills,
th
ness.at hand, cocktails and a wood, and made plans for a of Baton Rouge, La., former
rs With school out, these sumptious feast of delicious house party to be given at the
MR.. AND MRS, GENE L. ROBINSON *(seated) are surElla L. Morton, sister of the bride who was maid of honor;
gatherings" were most chicken and dressing, French home of Miss Minnie Williams Memphians, have announced rounded by members of the wedding
party. To the left is the
the marriage of their neice,
John Wesley, brother - in - law of the bridegroom who wo
Garthe
beans, deviled sweet potatoes of 3066 Johnson st. on Satur- Miss Patricia Lynn Walker to flower girl, Pamalar Wade. On the right is Marquis Lyles,
Po ar throughout
bestman; Miss Semi& Morton, sister of the bride; David
(le
with cherries and marshmal- day night, Feb. 9.
Frank
D. Washington, recent- the ringbearer. Standing, left-right, are: Mrs. Ann,le L. RobAlexander, Odella North and Thomas Floyd. (Photo by Hat•• •
lows and other delectable vitAside from Mrs. Johnson, ly.
inson of Washington, D. C., sister of the bridcgroom; Walter
vey L. Brinson.)
e Executive Board of tles as trimmings, were served other club officers are Miss The couple was married at L. Robinson, jr.. of Detroit,
brother of the bridegroom; Miss
view Civic Club held its to a most receptive group by Shirley Smith, vice president; the First Methodist Episcopal
L
ar monthly meeting at the charming Hester, who is at all Mrs. Curt Lynn, secretary; Church at Vermillion, South
re
Dorothy Egins, Columbus, Ga-.;
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert times THE perfect hostess.
Mrs. Freddie Terrell, assistant Dakota.
James D. Brown, Belle Glade,
rren last Tuesday night. Receiving birthday felicita- secretary; Mrs. Elsie Hunt, The bride is the daughter of
Fla.; William Crenshaw, Mosident Earls presided and tions this week are Nelthie treasurer; Miss Jean Williams, the late Dr. and Mrs. Jerome
bile, Ala.; Miss Gwendolyn
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Paul
Carter
by
Mrs.
Evelyn
Thomas
Rob.
wined
the
Walker
the
maid
for
business
Mrs.
Mary
of
Memphis,
of
honor's.
manager;
and the
mancial gifts
Martin, Tallahassee, Fla.; Mrs.
Jean Buting, Felton Earls, III,
Jr.
were
Egins,
married
Saterts
of
Memphis.
decorations
Christmas
Parham
Gilliam,
granddaughter
reporter;
Mrs.
of
James
Wells.
for
Phyllis Ann Gill, Deborah
The reception was super- Mildred Burse, Mrs. Elie Anurday
afternoon,
December
club.
the
Delsie
Doss,
sergeant-at-arms,
Sr.,
and
the
from
late
Mrs.
Sarah
MAIDS AND ATTENDANTS vised by Mrs. Laura West- derson, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
presented
w
Hence, Janet Kelley, Janet Mc22, 1962, at the Olivet MisThe maid of honor, Miss
Hetnd other members of the Ferren, Jessie Rice, Juanita and Mrs. Beverly Ann Pewitt, Wells of this city.
Thomas, Chattanooga; Mr. and
sionary
Baptist
Church.
The
praisheap
assistant
She
to
business
manager.
attended
Dauglas
continued
High
Bobbie
Maniere of Tuscaloosa, brooks and Mrs. Mary Lou Mrs. Bennie Westbrooks, Mrs.
based,
Rice, Jackie Atkins and Michbride
is
the
former
Miss
JacTaylor.
Miss
Evelyn
such
Grgen
ofLakeviewites
for
School,
Fisk
Ala.,
the
'college
University,
Leroom-mate
es• a.n
ael Woods. Gerri wishes many
Membership in the social
quelyn Joy, daughter of Mr. and best friend of the bride, ficiated as a hostess at the Mrs. L. 0. Taylor, Mr and Mrs.
did cooperation, a n d, happy returns of their special and savings club is presently Moyne College and received
s
Robert Grace aryl the bride's
and Mrs. Willie James Joy, who is a nurse at the VeterNedra
Mrs.
her
coulter,
bachelor
degree
at
SouthMt:IL Ruth
days to each and every one of open to four new members,
refreshment table which feaMr and Mrs. William
parents,
for
University.
Gill
ern
ans
Administration
hospital
at
Percy
Stah and Mr.
these very special people who who must be 21 years of age
tured pale green frappe and
J. Joy, Sr.
heading the project.
were born under the January or older. Interested persons She is presently a graduate The wedding reception fol- Tuskegee.
other refreshments. The bride's
should contact Mrs. Johnson. student at the University of lowed in the Church dining
Bridesmaids were Miss'es
James Robert Egins of or
e next meeting for the civ- stars.
room.
South Dakota.
Janie Beverly, Carrie and Rita table was handsome with its
ub will be held Tuesday
ic
lumbus, Ga., was his brothcircular
satin
cloth,
and
its
,
The
fouple honeymooned in Egins, sisters of the groom,
ni t, February 12th at LakeIMiami, Fla., and will reside in Miss Faye Elois Joy, sister of pink and green tierred bridal er's best man. Serving as
vie* Elementary School.
Columbus,
Ga., where Mr. the bride; and Miss Eleanor cake encircled by misty fern. groomsmen were Avery WalINiy Scouts of the community
Egins is a teacher in the Co- Gay, classmate and friend of WEDDING GUESTS
ker, James L. Smith, James
on
house
a
given
recently
wt
Among the many guests
lumbus school system.
the bride.
Austin, and Herman O'Neil,
tta by Lakeview ManageJ
present
for
the
wedding
and
The
flower
girl
was
Little
BRIDE'S GOWN
all of Memphis. The little ringmet Company, whose director
reception
were
Mrs.
Viola
Miss
Robin
Robertson,
daughGiven in marriage by her
is energetic and civic-minded
father, the bride was radiant ter of Mr. and Mrs. William Harry, aunt of the groom; Mrs. bearer was Keith Sherman
Roy Kavanaugh, Jr. The comThe
Sarah
Brown
Branch
of
in an original gown designed Robertson, whose dress match- Omega Singleton and Miss Joy, brother of the bride.
pany also gave $25 for the
the YWCA plans to present by Edythe Venson of Alfred
announceThis
tent.
Scouts a
the Douglass High School Glee Angelo. The gown of white
ment was made by Scoutmaster
Club in concert on Sunday, silk organza was enhanced
Mitchell.
Cecil T.
Feb. 17 at 5 in the YWCA au- with hand clipped Chantilly
the
ow that the Scuts have
ditorium at 1044 Mississippi lace. The bodice of silk and
e, they are in dire need of
blvd.
lace had a sabrina neckline
They
iture and equipment.
never had time to know —
Mrs. Carlotta Watson,'
Omar Robinson, 'a graduate formed by tiny scallops of lace.
are asking my readers, and
Counselor
all these can be ours at last. of Douglass High school, di- The sleeves were long and
others, who will, to donate
And when that chapter ends, rects the popular group of petal pointed over her hands.
B.T.W. High School
or
to
fugniture, used or new,
Continued from last week. surely the BEST of ALL — is singers.
Tiny eridescents were sprinklse* a contribution to them
"HOW TO GROW OLD" yet to be.
' Tickets may be purchased at ed over the bodice.
Dear Mrs. Watson: I am the "Y" or through members
There are those who plant
The skirt was very full and
seeds of love, service, and considered a very good cook of the Committee on AdminI: Scoutmaster
fashioned with deep tiers of
friendship know the last of and enjoy experimenting with istration. Door prizes- will be
Cecil T. Mitchell
lace. The train was fan shaped
life as a privilege, and a con- new recipes. A friend (?) who awarded. The winners must be
4844 Ortie Drive.
and cathedral length.
If so desired, phone EX 8- tinuing adventure. The fevers thinks she can cook better present.
Her veil of misty English
7439 and your contribution will of the blood die down, the than any one in the whole
Mrs. 0. C. Crivens is the illusion cascaded from a crown
spirit grows serene. Friend- world served a rather de- chairman of the committee
be collected.
of seed pearls and crystal cut
ships grow holier with shared licious cake recently and I
teardrops.
In addition to this, our years, memories become hal- asked for the recipe. She gave sponsoring the event.
Mrs.
M.
L.
Robinson
is
chairScouts are asking each Lake- lowed, beauty can be enjoyed it to me — reluctantly.
man of the publicity commit- Her attendants wore dresses
view family to give them one without the torturing need for I followed the instructions
of mint green and cherry pink
dollar to further their cause. possession, humor becomes a carefully, and it was the big- tee.
Donations are fifty cents organza with scooped bodice
Of coursd, We in Lakeview will part of wisdom, and service is gest mess I ever saw. This anand three quarter length
cooperate one hundred per cent a gift worth offering to those noyed me because the recipe each.
sleeves; and the skirts were
with our youngsters' who are still on the battlefield of youth. called for expensive ingre- the received. Did I insult the dome shaped and accented
making rapid progress in the The harvest of work well dients and I had to throw woman? What do you think? with butterfly bows with
field of Scouting.
done, of love freely given is everything out. There's no OUT OF 14 EGGS AND A floating panels to the hemline
question but that she left out HALF POUND OF BUTTER. of the cocktail length skirts.
If you will recall, Scout ripe for reaping.
They wore small hats of
Odell Thomas, a member of The books we never had a few important ingredients or WORRIED.
DEAR Worried: krom what matching color designed as
this troop, recently received time to read, the people we Instructions just to be mean.
I called her the next morn- you have explained to me, I small rose buds with circular
litighost award a Scout can never had time to talk to, the
.ve — The God and Coun- games we never watched be- ing and she blamed my stove. would not consider your in- maline veils, short white
gloves and matching silk sliptry Award. So, when the causes we were so busy play- When I asked her to repeat quiry an insult. I would adScouts come calling at our ing them, the prayers we never the recipe she said, "This is vise you to forget about the pers.
MR. AND MRS, PAUL EfIfifil
The wedding was directed
down incident.
door6 for contributions, co- had time to say, the GOD we an insult" and slammed

Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Heard
Honored At Wedding Reception

Gene Robinson Wed Gracie Morton In Ceremony At Murfreesboro

e4

1AKEVIEWING WITH GERRI

OIL

Charmettes Social
Club Membership
Open To 4 Persons

Former Memphis
Girl Wed In
South Dakota

.s

Georgia Teacher Claims Memphis Girl As Bride

YWCA Will Present
Douglass Hi Glee
Club On Feb. 17
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('utting the cake, symbolizing 50 years of existence for the sorority is Mrs. Eurline Couch,
Founder's Day committeeman. Witnessing the
cake-cutting are, left-right, Mrs. Lorene Osborn, president of the Memphis alumnae

chapter; Mrs. Annie M. Green, Founder's
Day chairman; Mrs. Couch, Mrs. Maxine
Smith, past president; and Miss Geraldine
Gray, member of Alpha Upsilon, the undergraduate chapter at LeMoyne college.

A corsage for Mrs. Beulah Williams, principal of Hanley
Elementary school, featured speaker at the program held
Jan. 19 at Atlanta Life Insurance building. Pinning the
corsage is Mrs. Lorene Osborne. During her speech, Mrs.
Williams told the "Golden Anniversary Story" of the

Delta Mothers' Club is composed of mothers' of Delta members. They are left-right, seated: Mrs. Clara Parks, Mrs.
Ruth Anderson, Mrs. Alice Burchett, Mrs. George Gilchrist

Panel participants on Radio Station WDIA's "Brown America speaks" last Sunday were, left-right, Miss Santa Patton,
president of the LeMoyne College chapter; Mrs. Lorene Os-

sorority as well as explained Delta's five-point project which
includes (1) Mental Health (21 Volunteers For Service,
YWCA. Red ('ross, Girl Scouts and Urban League. (3) Job
Opportunities (4) Library Service and (5) International
Service.

and Mrs. Ethel Douglas. Second row: Mrs. A. B. Spraggins.,
Mrs. Roberta Thomas, Mrs. Beatrice McDowell, Mrs. Anderson, and Mrs. Mary W. Collier.

borne, Miss Rosa Robinson and Mrs. Mary W. Collier. Discussion topic was "Delta Concerns" 1913-1963."

411.

Registering guests attending the 50th Anniversary Birthday
Party of the Memphis Alumnae and Alpha Upsilon chapters
of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. were the above sorors,
all students of Memphis State university, who are the first
Netro members of a Greek-Letter. organiration established

wasehebt-Jan. 19
on the campus of the university. The party
in the Atlanta Life Insurance building. They are—left-right
Briggs,
—Misses Velma Wallace. Celia Gladney, Jacquelyn
Spitler. Not seen
Sue Parham, Beverly Glover and Hortense
is Bettyei Patterson. All Photos by Billy Duncan).

Representatives of various organizations and chairman of
committees attending the celebration are: Front row: leftright: Mrs. Rosa Robinson. Sarah Brown Branch YWCA's
chairman of Committee on Administration; Mrs. Addle G.
Owen. executive director of the Sarah Brown Branch
YW('A: Mrs. Lorene Osborne. president of the Alumnae
chapter of Delta; Mrs. Toel Felt of Girl Scouts; Virginia
exemitive director of Tenn-Ark-Miss Council of Girl
Scouts. Back row: Dr. Charles I,. Dinkins, president of

chairOwen college: Mrs. Estalya Ross, Golden Anniversary
man of the local Delta sorority; Rev. James A. McDaniel,
executive director of Memphis Urban League, and member
of Omega Phi fraternity; Mrs. Kathyn Thorton, chairman
of scholarships and standards committee also a member of •
the local unit on Mental Health; Mrs. Countess Walker
Girl Scouts and Delta member; and Dr. Vasco A. Smith, _
'Zs"
Jr., of the NAACP and Omegas Psi Phi fraternity.
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Lester Stays On Top
In Prep Basketball

Snow and ice have played Wildcats with the hottest
LEMOYNE S.1.A.C.
mary objective of the Magihavoc on the Prep League hands.
CONTENDER
cians: however, with the surbasketball schedule in recent The triu WP h, the sixth
You're the coach, your team prising manner in which condays and at press time, no im- against three losses, kept Melmediate let-up was in sight. rose a game off the pace held
lops won 10 of 12 contests and ference opponents have been
In last week's action, Doug- by idle tester.
you next appear before the tumbling, the Purple Waves
lass, Melrose and Washington BERTRAND WITHERS
home crowd with the team's expect to make a strong run
racked up victories.
leading scorer from last season, for the visitation (league)
Father Bertrand seemed cerDouglass struggled for two tain headed for its first win
back in the line-up after lay- championship.
hilt
been
quarters to keep from being over Washington in over a
all
ing out the first semester be- LeMoyne has
run off the court against Car- decade when they uesd some
cause of ineligibility. It's like invincible at home, winning
ver before catching fire in the hot shooting and Warriors'
being the recipient of a be- four of five. Ironic enough, the
HOWARD A. JONES
Mad Lads have posted a betthird quarter to take the lead, ineptness, to race to a 16 point
lated Christmas present.
Howard
A. Jones, son of Willie
record
still
road
on the
was pushed to a 30-14 first half edge last Fribut
where
LeMoyne Coach Jerry John- ter
breathtaking 59 to 57 overtime day night at Washington, but Jones, sr.. of 1016 Florida nt.,
son awaited the outcome of the goings can be expected to
has been promoted to the rank
win on the Cobras' floor.
were beaten 56-51.
recent semester examinations, be rougher. The Magicians
The Red Devils, behind 26 The game was just as one- of master sergeant at Las Vegas
like relatives of the Bay of have trounced six of seven
to 20 at the half, lost a 44-37 sided in the second half as Air Force Base, Nev. A lender
Pigs' prisoners who longed for foes, including three straight
third quarter advantage and the Warriors bested the Thun- operation.. technician and
arrival of planes from Cas_ on foreign floors.
i narrowly tied the score at 53 derbolts 42-21. The miraculous graduate of Booker T. Washs Cuba. High scoring David Last Friday night, LeMoyne
all, to go into overtime. Wal- comeback win kept the War- ington high school, he is marGaines' return to the Magi_ beat tough Alabama State 97ter Winfrey, an inconspicious riors in contention for the ried to the foriner
clans' roster, will certainly be 94, in overtime in Montgomery.
Miss Callice
Marcellus Brooks, center, of Memphis and 'member
of the
a big lift to the all ready ex_ It was the first conference English and Spanish were exchanged in a
Douglass league title.
'V. Jones of San Bernardino,
game for Gaines since the Le- conversation involving this trio at Fisk uniMiss Katherine Lee of Normal, Ala., who'arsenal for three periods, The Warriors had nine playplosive LeMoyne offense,
Calif. They are the parents of
Gaines, an all-round senior Moyne captain returned to versity recently, when Senorita Teresa 5Iunetried their Fisk-learned Spanish on her. The knotted the count with a three ers to score, while Bertrand
four children.
ipoint
play
on
performer from Detroit, was- the starting five. He added 18 var, left, student from Bogota. Columbia, in
a
lay-up
with used just seven players. In
South American miss was directed to Fisk
n't eligible for the first half points to the cause, but it was this country as an English graduate student
through the Committee on Friendly Relations five seconds left to play. Car- essence, the lack of manpower
of the season because he didn't Currin blasting the hoops for at Tubule university stopped at Fisk and tried
Among Foreign Students who was on • two- ver had the ball with a 53-50 forced Bertrand to go against
lead with 20 seconds remain- taller and fresher rebounders
have enough credits for his 33 and Dumas looping 22 her Bogata-learned English on two Instates,
month tour.
ing in the regulation game. in the second half. Being in
classification. At that time, it through the nets that really
was a bitter pill to take for took the sting out of the HornIn the overtime, two quick foul trouble added to the Berthe game and be declared baskets inside of 10 seconds, trand frustration as Washingtwo other starters were side- ets who rallied from a 51-40
1"most valuable player.” Rich- spelled defeat for title aspiring ton finally went ahead
lined for first one thing and halftime deficit.
early
ardson then went to Tucson, Carver, victors over Melrose in the fourth quarter.
then another. They were the Two of the five teams from
' Ariz., and played in the All- and Washington in their last
Nelson boys, Robert of Hop- Alabama on the LeMoyne
LEAGUE STANDING
American game and came out pair of league games. Douglass
kinsville, Kentucky and Donald schedule, are slated for weekW. L. Pct.
its most valuable player.
end games at Bruce Hall.
of Cincinnati, Ohio.
tied the score at 57 all, with Lester
6 1
.857
Frank
Lewis,
veteran
AlaIn
Baltimore
eight
seconds
he
played
quickly
left
and
in
Melrose
By
EDGAR
T.
STEWART
their
second Southwest ConDUMAS REAL SLEEPER
6 2 .750
the Crusade Bowl and made stole the ball. Carver deflect- Douglass
When LeMoyne took the bama AteM mentor, will lead
ference Championship.
6 3 .667
ed the ball out of bounds and Washington
floor in its opener at Fisk, his charges against LeMoyne The city of Jackson, Miss., by
He performed brilliantly in his team's only touchdown.
6 3 .667
only Monroe Currin and James Friday night. The Huntsville proclamation of the mayor and the 22 to 6 Jackson win over
5 4 .556
Richardson will play pro- Winfrey received the throw Carver
in
and
let
go
a
25-footer
that
Bertrand
Go:trefoil were leftovers from crew and Tuskegee, another city commissioners designated Florida, which
2 6 .250
established fessional football next season
t
st starting five. Inexperiene- red clay state squad, hold the Jan. 14 1963 as "Willie Rich- Jackson as the National Ne- with the Baltimore Colts. His banked off the backboard for Manassas
2 7 .222
„, Willie Herrenton. a 8.5 two victories registered against ardson Day" in that Southern,gro Collegiate football cham- teammates Louis McRae, a the winning basket. The clutch Hamilton
hyte, was inserted to help the Magicians. The total mar- metropol is.
pions.
fullback, and William Robin- two second shot gave DougHERBERT P. JONES
wifth the rebounding, along gin for both losses wasn't The day got off to a start He played in three post son, tackle, will also play pro lass its sixth win against three
TOP SCORERS
with a downtown Jackson pa- season bowl games and at the football. McRae with the St. losses.
With freshman Jerome Wright more than five points.
G. Pin. Avg. Airman Basic Herbert P. Jones
Stillman of Tuscaloosa, a rade. In spite of the frigid North-South game in Miami, Louis Cardinals and Robinson
Winfrey tallied 19 of the Sandridge. Mel, 8 184
hails from Louisville, Ken23.0 son of Mrs. Louise M. Jones ol
y. Herrenton is a Mem_ LeMoyne victim two weeks weather, thousands lined fam- made both touchdowns to win with the Minnesota Vikings. winners' aggregate. Teammate Jones. R. Lester 6 107
17.5 1652 Victor, has been trans
_ Roosevelt Shelton, with six Smith, R. Mel.
product,
p_
oddly ago in a 110-101 high scoring ed Capitol street to watch the
but,
8 133
16.5 ferred to Keesler Ant Miss.,
baskets coming during a hot Todd. Bert.
eeeugh, the slim ex-pugilist battle, move into town to marchers. Five bands parti8 125
15.5 for
training as a communicaspree in the third stanza, led Thomas. Mel.
pelted up basketball the last match baskets with the Mad cipated in it. They were Utica
8 120
15.0
tions operations specialist aftei
Lads Saturday night.
all scorers with 21 points, two Weakley. B.T.W. 8 115
theee years at LeMoyne.
Junior college, Brinkley, Hill
14.3
more than Carver's Bill Gil- Samuels, Bert,
,rOach Johnson came up with The following Tuesday, Le8 114
14.2 completing training at Lackhand.
a ,A,a1 find when he was able Moyne entertains still an- of dcou
Shelton, Doug.
LrasneietrhelistastF
9 124
JackiiZil
l lsand
13.7 land AFB, Texas. The airman
to..zecruit lanky Dick Dumas other Alabama five at Bruce , son StateCollege marching
Mitchell, Man.
9 523
13.6 is a 1962 graduate of Booker T.
STRONG SECOND HALF
Miles,
Stillman,
'meeting
absence
AlaAfter
an
of
nearly
front Kansas City, Kansas. Hall when tough Miles Col- band.
13.3 Washington High school.
Melrose, the league's scor- Gilliand, W. Car. 9 120
Tuskegee,
State
bums
and
three
all
LeMoyne's
weeks,
MaDurea$ proved to be just the lege of Birmingham invades. The parade ended at City
ing leader with a 70 plus
replticement to fill the gap va- LeMoyne eked out a close win Hall where the mayor, corn- gicians return to Bruce Hall lin Alabama, and Lane in Jack- average, scored 55 points in
son,
Tenn.
Friday
this
and
Saturday
cated by Gaines. The fancy over the Magic City boys on missioners and a large crowd,
the second half to break a
freshman-dribbling whiz has a a recent road trip.
including many reporters were nights, Feb. 1-2, for engage- On the first leg of the tour, close game with Manassas
boys
the
StillMagic
defeated
ments
with
two
teams
from
scrolling average that has hovon hand. The mayor expresswide open, going on to blast
LOOKING FOR SOMETHING? FIND IT HERE FAST
man and Miles. The latter
ered around the 20 point mark
ed pride in Richardson's ath- Alabama.
the Tigers, 84-44, on the Melwent
82-76.
down,
The Advertisements In This Directory Tell Where To
alteeason. Teamed with sopholetic feats, while Richardson They'll meet Alabama AttrM
rose floor.
As of Jan. 15, based on five
mere Currin of Halls, Tennesexpressed appreciation to God Friday night, and tackle StillBobby Smith with 24 and
Buy The Product Or Service You Wish.
wins and two defeats, Lesesi the pair rates among the
for endowing him with cour- man on Saturday night.
James Sandridge hitting for
basMoyne
fifth
ih
was
SIAC
The AarM machine stopped
t
est backcourtment in the Plans have been madc by the age, strength and skill which
22 points were the Golden
ern Intercollegiate Con- Binghampton Civic League to had brought him to that day.1 Jerry Johnson's charges early ketballstandings.
S
M & W SUNDRY
in the season at Huntsville, Jan. 23 statistics released by
ference. Currin is among the hold installation services dur- CREDIT TO OTHERS
1255 BELLEVUE
's top ten scorers, ac- ing a meeting set for Friday. Always a team man, Willie 91-85, and you can bet the NAIA rated LeMoyne fourth 'Added Sport'
JA 7-0614
to N.A.I.A. statistics. Feb. 1 at the New Salem Bap- expressed thanks to his team- Magicians will be out for re- in team offense among the naTRENTON,
N.
J.
—
(UPI)
tion's
colleges.
Masmall
The
MR. BENNIE WATON - MANAGER
OURNEY BERTH ASSURED tist church, 678 Tillman St. at mates and coaches — "They venge.
Monroe
gicians'
was
Currin
—
Gardeners
might
not
like
The LeMoynites otttscored
LeMoynei virtually clinched 8 p.m., announced 0. Z. Evers, don't get enough credit," he
Stillman, 110-101, a week ago rated eighth by NAIA in in- it, but hunters will.
said.
one'of the to tournament spots president.
dividual scoring and 14th in
MR. SHERMAN MITCHELL
At 12:30 p.m., a luncheon at Tuscaloosa.
The state fish and game
in the S.I.A.C. meet at Tus- The featured address is to be
will get their individual free throw shooting division announced that of
kegee. Only 10 of the circuits' delivered by E. Frank LaMon- was held in his honor at the Memphis
MECHANIC
small
among
nation's
colthe
17 members are invited. In the due, U. S. Deputy marshal. The college. In one of the speech- first chance Friday to see Da- lege leaders.
207 W. DIVISION AVE.
200 hares it imported from
past, this has been the pri- meeting is open to the public. es he made during the day- vid Gaines in action this seaWH 6-9545
the second leg of the Massachusetts, several were
long activities, Claude "Buddy" son. The sensational senior On
1111111•11M•111M11•111•111 1111111111•0111111118111111111•11111111111111111 Young, the famous University guard from Detroit was idle January road trip, the Mad kept for breeding experiments
Magicians dumped Alabama
of Illinois star said that there the first semester.
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
•
• is something in champions that Following the two weekend State last Friday night, 97-94, and the rest released to "pro• STROZIER'S DRUG STORE
vide added sport for New I
games, LeMoyne will be right in an overtime melee. Currin
is infectious.
had
33
night,
for
Richard
the
Jersey
hunters."
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED
• Who is Willie Richardson? back in Bruce Hall on Tues- Dumas, 22; Gaines, 18, and
•••
2192 Chelsea Ave.
He is a senior at Jackson State day night, Feb. 5, to battle
BR 6-2588
James Gordon, 11. Robert
college who has made the All- Miles from Birmingham; Fri8 A.M.-6 P.M.
•
got
Hambric
7,
Willie
HerenSat. or Sun. 51 25
•
American team every year day, Feb. 8, to take on the
Monday
ton 4 and Jerome Wright 2.
Sat. Oiler 8 AM. to 6
since arriving in college. He is tough Benedict from ColumBROWN'S Barber Shop
Solve Your Problems
thru
Jerry Johnson's local charg• the
I
. Sun. Open a A.M. to 2 P M.
holder of the all-time pass bia, S. C.: Monday, Feb. 11,
•
es found the going pretty
Friday
With a Small, Low Cost
COMPLETE BARBER SERVICE
receiving record in small to engage Fisk from Nashvjile,
and Thursday, Feb. 14, for tough Saturday night at TusAmerican colleges.
1140 Firestone Ave.
kegee and were defeated 101. Real Estate Loan
JA 5-4551
•
st- SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
CHAMPIONSHIP
a clash with Philander Smith 88 by the Tigers.
• HELPED
3100 Summer at Baltic
Richard played a big part of Little Rock, Ark.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••0 in helping Jackson State win LeMoyne will be at Little MILWAUKEE — (UPI) — 60 Flat Monthly Payments
TUCKER'S RADIO & TELEVISION REPAIR
Rock to meet Philander, Feb. There was no complaint from
App roe.
UA PANTE ED WORK ON ALL SMALL APPLIANCES
9.
one motorist when he paid the Cash You
PICK UP AND DELIVERY
Mo.
Since their last appearance usual $15 fine for violation of
GetPayments
296 Vance
JA 6-7200
here on Jan. 14, LeMoyne has the city's new "tow-away" or- $ 500.00
$ 12.00
played five road contests, dinance.
$1,000.00
$ 23.70
$1,500.00
S 34.50
PETE FALKNER PAINT & REPAIR
$2,
000.00
$ 45.50
OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK
$2,500.00
INTERIOR and EXTERIOR
$ 56.20
OK LIABILITY INSURANCE -EVERYBODY
$5,000.00
$110.82
158 E. Carolina Ave.
JA 7-5619
CAREFUL DRIVERS - LOWER RATES

r

Jacksonians Celebrate
'Willie Richardson Day'

i

Magicians To Tangle With
Alabama State And Stillman
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OK Automobile Insurance
COLUMBIAN TOWER
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HUNKY DORY
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CANE COLE
12:30 to 1:30 P.M.
3 P.M. to Sign Off
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DANIEL WEBSTER
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BRO. BOB
9:30 to 11 A.M.
1:30 to 2 P.M.

RUMOTEX, A PHYSICIAN'S FORMULA
Money back If not wished ift•r 3
bottles Only 93 00 for ft 2 week
nopply. C.0 D.. Shock or money.
order.

N.

THE RUMOTEX CO.
239 Lam 'ISIS St P.O Sox 204
New York 25. N.Y.

WILD BILL
4 to 7 A.M.

Buy Your
1963
Cars Or
Used Cars
FINANCING TO SUIT
YOUR PURSE

HULL
DOBBS
NEW FORD
WORLD'S LARGEST FORD
DEALERS

Lighter, Milder 90 Proof
KENIUCKY 11111651 801118011 WHISKLY

ALL TYPES OF HEATERS.
WE SPECIALIZE IN
CONTROL
AUTOMATIC

DAY AND NITE
SERVICE
WH 8-6419

SUPREME RADIO SERVICE
Speedy Television Repair
A GUARANTEE THAT SATISFIES

F.

Nyr

Pick Up & Delivery
PROMPT SERVICE

849 Lane Ave.

JA 5-0049

•

From Us

The Greatest Name in Bourbon

III 011) tIO9 013nuttr CO., FRANKRAL it.

WE REPAIR!

Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"

YmtnIt 40,1 P4POY up to 73 Tint
tired
weak. rundown (*fling inn y
Only be front the need for • ImppleMent.
Try
NATURES
owe
remedy.

...taste
the
Greatn
ess
WLOK ofhistoric
1 480

HEATER REPAIRED

'MEN AT LAST IT'S HERE'
Thousnmit or men today feel

0

GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 to 9:30 A.M.
2 to 3 P.M.

State Savings Bank

9G PROOF

THIRD & GAYOSO
JA 6-8871

.(

CAIN BROS.
GULF
Service Station

I

seawall !
•

I

WAC Member AAC Policy Holder
1252 Breedlove St.

JA 6-9988

SATURDAY, JANUARY, 26, 1963

DEFENDER

Pairelt

(Furn. For Sale

•....minsio 16 File Suit
To Integrate
Ala. County

Situarion Wanted

LEAVING CITY. SACRIFICE HOUSE ruivnia P•ItTY W111.1.1) IJEK TO
holdMona & Furniture at Barkain
porcine. a bump bar la tale wadiPrices for quick sale. Too many items tha. (all 1Arkaba 1-asus,
to lint. Most like new
At Fraction
EXPERIENCED
BEAUrILIANS
of original cost. BR 8-9072.
wants Job as shampooer in white
shop or as eesmatresa JA 3-2664.
WANT

40

BUY

ANY

TYPE

Help Wanted

tor Sale Misc.
5 ACRES FOR SALE
3108 N,, Germantown Road
.
mir
,:11
.
Highway 84 nr. Ellendale can
shown by' owner. Anytime. Mrs.
Gibbs. Jr.

•

54 MERCURY • ONLY 165
In good condition. Radio, helium. goof
tires, new battery. MU 5.1666.

MONTGOMERY, Ala.
CLO(7103 REGARDLESS OF CON
1959 Bonneville for sale
P.B. • P./4
(UPI) — A group of Macon
RAGSDALE EMPLOYMENT
WIN. wall time, clean and in
Also. Any Make Clock Repaired
Lie. Beauty Operator to Woik I. condition. Call Mr. Elbert House
County Negroes filed 'suit in
White Haute &kW
Will Pick Up And Deliver
945 5835, 2143 Sparks.
Meld Comb
$25 irk
U. S. Middle District Court
J. A. Hickey
PH: EX 7-8742
Short Order Cook
630 up
SHELL OIL COMPANY
Maid. - Cook
asking for immediate desegreIA 5-45119
Has Modern 2 Bay Service Station locatWOMAN MOIRES JOB AS MAID OR ed at the intersbctIon of Benet ue •nd
gation of the Macon County,
baby-altter live day. a wink. CaU: Vollentine for Lease. Investment Is no•
Minot and expert training is turnlehevi
(IL 5-4551
Ala., school system.
free by Shell retail instructors If you
WOULD
LIKE WORK AS COMMON are Interested in becoming an IndepenThe plaintiffs — 1$ school
Ironer or Keep children.
dent businessman call these numbers for
WH 8-2181.
additional information. CALL
children acting through their FURNISHED ROOM WITH H LFDAYS. W14 2-1573
beth•water
lights furnished Phone
parents — seek a permanent BR 5.7124.
Homeworkers Wanted. NIGHTS AND WEEKENDS. 398-9313
We
will
wind
you
the
compiete
names
NEWLY
REMODELED
injunction prohibiting Macon 3 • BEDROOM
• L R. KITCHEN • and addiewies of 50 U.S. firms that
- PHONE:
URGENTLY NEED HOMEWORRE104
County school superintendent Bath - 1158 Onus.
WH 2-5537
for only 250
postpaid! Huai, your
name. addreas, and 250 today to
C. 1A. Pruitt and the Board of NEWLY DECORATED TWO ROOM FARMER
210TII Filth Ave. New York
APARTMENT FOR RENT
665 10, N.Y.
Education from operating a S. WELLINGTON, UPSTAIRS,AT
$25.00
Water furnished. Call BR 2-2115.
segregated school system and 3-ROO5g APT. BRICK
DUPLEX VERY
Ric& $40.00. CALL INli 6-6645 or
assigning students and teachJA 6-2880. Mr. Z. L. Young.
the assistant secretary; Johnnie Doyle, club sweetheart;
UNFU1UN %HIM ROOMS
Mrs. Sallie Wilkins, vice president; Mrs. Lula Hamilton, ers on the basis of race.
Representing the plaintiffs 2 105. unfura. rms. for rent
treasurer; Mrs. Indiana Odom, chaplain; Mrs. Bessie Landwo
2-3937, cell after 3 p.m.
are Atty. Fred Gray of Montcaster. (not seen) sergeant-at-arms.
UNFURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
gomery and Mrs. Constance 2
Ise. unfurnished rooms for rent.
Baker Motley of New York,. an WH 2-9937, call after 5 p.m.
worth acquiring."
attorney for the National AsThe nation's need for skilled sociation for the Advancement
Salesmen
and
saleswomen
manpower, especially in sci- of Colored People who reprewanted to sell retail advertising in the Memphis market.
entific and technological fields, sented James Meredith in the
is pyramiding annually, John- desegregation of the Univer- PIANO, VOICE AND CHARM We pay 25 per cent and 30
classes. Private or groups. Special
sistance to other nations."
son said. But at the same time,
rate to school children. Z. Lola King. per cent contract commission
Johnson said in a speech he said, about one million stu1618 South Parkway East, Who.on the dollar.
275-0435
prepared for the Cleveland dents are dropping out of high
THE TRI STATE DEFENDER
IF YOU HAVE RUGS OR CARPETS
Urban League that the fair
that you would like Metalled wail 236 South Wellington Street
employment committee's orig- school each year.
A group of seven LeMoyne to wall or cleaned. Call Bob 51111er
Memphis, Tenn.
inal problem was persuading "Many of these wouldn't go students, under direction of for a free intimate. OL 8-0702.
WANTED
BUSINESS CARDS— Make UpMEN
employers to hire more Ne- on to college," he said, "but Dr. Paul Hayes, visited the
To $2.50 Per Hour
Contact or Call Mr. Hale, 948-0774.
campus of Iowa State Univer- Business Cards - Letter Heads •
Part
or
groes. But now, he said, "it is many of them could do better
full
time.
Mr. Hale, 1108
Anne. Reasonable
sity at Ames this week. Stu- prices -- 24Wedding
hour servme. All kind. S. Lauderdale.
our new task to convince the by staying in school and learn- dents of the university visited of printing & Publishing. Office,
School GOOD MAN NEEDS WORK AS POR& Church supplies.
worker.
Negro himself that skills and ing to run a lathe or a card- LeMoyne's campus two winters Stanbeck Piloting dr Publiehing Co. ter or restaurant
WH 6.0687
2477 Deadrick Ave.
ago.
training and education are punch machine."
WOMAN EXP. IN HOSPITAL WORK.
FA. 7-9127
or
324.5449

Apts. For Rent

Check Cur Ads Daily

JOKERS SOCIAL CLUB crowned its queen for the year during a recent affair. Left-right are: Mrs. Elizabeth Body, business manager; Mrs. Millie Campbell, president; Mrs. Matilda Hamtett, secretary; Mrs. Ada Blaylock, the queen, who is

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

Bias Cost Tops Budget Deficit
CLEVELAND — (UPI) discrimination in our economy
and our society would add $15
Vice President Lyndon B. billion to our gross national
Johnson said that the cost product each year."
of racial discrimination to The Vice President, who
the national economy is a heads the President's Commit-

"national deficit that far ex- tee on Equal Employment
ceeds" that of the federal Opportunity, said "that is one
and one half times more than
budget.
He said the President's Coun- the interest on the national
cil of Economic Advisors es- debt" and "five times greater
timates that "elimination of than military and economic as-

TAILORS

WAYNE'S
SHOE STORE BEA16IST
SALE

TUXEDO RENTALS

BOY'S
SHOES sr
Pee 5
MEN'S SHOES
02

NEW SPRING WOOLENS
ARRIVED

NOW

Reg. 512.95 NOW $688 0788

525-9395
129 Beale

Our Rr.ces end

Visit Iowa Campus

ERNEST WITHERS

SALE STORE
146 BEALE ST.
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL
Men's Slip Over
S189
RUBBERS

&UP

4 BUCKLE
BOOTS
Men's Heavy
Rubber SHOES
Men's Insulated
Rubb.zr BOOTS.

CLEANERS

& HATTERS
"THE BEST IN
PHOTOGRAPHY"
by

ELMOR'S

shop at

s2"
S98

$4981
UP

&H

STUDIO -1

151 Beale St.
"ALTERATIONS
WHILE YOU WAIT"
We Hav• Beton In Bu•In••s 1 5
Y•ore, Becau•• N. Ar• Sp•clalIst• In Our FI•14.

319 BEALE STREET
Visit M & H 3ARBER SHOP

CALL:
VITAL STATISTICS —. NOW Avail452.1831
able. Do you know what records
may prove ueeful in establishing date NEGRO WOMAN EXP. FACTORY OR
BABY
SITTING.
CALL:
of birth. place of birth and parentage.
IA 5-7919
If the birth wus not record.? Ten
proven ways to establish
place of NEGRO WOMAN WANTS FIVE DAYS
birth. Only
25 Bury's, Brentwood.
work•prls ate home.
Maryland.
948-1273

N

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SHOTGUNS — CAMERAS — DIAMONDS
RADIOS —JEWELRY — CLOTHING

UNCLE SAM'S PAWN SHOP

‘`,Yeit'516, )1hfu,
Ycfe'll &I4/ Then"

INVENTORY SALE —
BIG SAVINGS!

fl

TO

V7

MEN'S Athletic
Shirts
VALUES Lac 39C
TO "

RADIOS

Defender meekly. Call us or come in

vATLuciEs 50,

108 Beale
or
182 So. Main St.
MONEY LOANED ON
ANYTHING OF VALUE

236 South Wellington Street

345 BEALE STREET
Phan. JA 1-4732
R•0. C. M. LEE, Owner

LADIES Hoisery
VALUES S100
TO
1

59c

MONEY LOANED ON
ANYTHING OF VALUE
SHOTGUNS —
TOOLS
LUGGAGE — GUITARS
CLOTHING —JEWELRY

LADIES Shoes
LUO ES 900
VA T

)1 77

MORRIS'
LOAN OFFICE
152 BEALE_ST.

Memphis, Tenn.
358 Beale St.

Res. Phone J A 7-8471

RAGLAN D'S
Sept. Station
382 BEALE STRE.ET
Rd. Service — JA 5-9672

RAGLAND
& SCOTT
880 E McLEMORE

"The Best In
"The Best In
Service And
Service And
Quality"
Quality'
ALL DAY
ALL DAY
ROAD SERVICE
PARKING
ALL WEEK
PARKING

25C
$100

WEAVER'S FAST CAR
WASHING — EXPERT
LUBRICATION
Mechanic On Onty Daily
'Er

HEAVY-DUTY
MECHANIC SERVICE
WEAVER'S FAST
CAR WASHING
EXPERT LUBRICATIRN

PRICES ARE
DOWN
94c
:;
;::,7
H
S T9OR

All Metal TV Table
and Tray
Complete For

3000 Rolls NEW

WALL PAPER

BOYS or GIRLS Knitted
Lined Fur Hooded $195

25CROII. 20, CAR COATS
Sealing for
above Roll

LADIES
SNUGGIES
MEN'S
DRESS

PANTS

CHILDRENS TAN

25c OXFORDS

PANTS $1
LADIES
STYLISH SHOES
41,
_9
----';
1 44 '
!IPair

KOEN'S
CLEANERS

NG

OE RES
Sfaiaire
i

CLEANING•PRESSING•
ALTERATIONS - EXPERT
SHOE REPAIRING
SAME DAY SERVICE

363 Beale St., Memphis, Tenn.

c

a
YES

Pr. 4 I

COMPLETE LINE OF

THIS

HOLY BIBLES

SPACE 13
FOR
AN

163 Beale Street

,

ADVERTISER

r Jackson 6-8398

YMCA
LEDS YOUR SUPPORT NOW!
JOIN TODAY!
THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
I.19 Dormitory Rooms: — Clean, Comforiabla, Modern Fumilurai,
Priynt• Bath — Clean Wash Rooms — Showers . . .
Weekly Rates: $5 — $10
2. Modern Swimming Pool — Year Round Swimming: 75.30 ft.
Dicing — Swimming — Wading Sections. Underwater Lighting —
Beautiful Sun Deck. Holds AA Rating.
3. Regulation Gym Equipped with Stage: Spectators Section with
1200 sealing capacity — For Leagues, Tournaments, Competative
Matches, Classes — Boxing — Community Programs
4. 7-large Club Rooms: Club Meetings — Classes — Forums —
Conferences — leas — Socials

JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:
ANNUAL RATES $7

— $10 — $25
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MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Alississippi state Line. MADAM BELL is
back after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to stay in her
new home
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you in had health: Are you discourage
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will rend life to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi Stale Line on the way to Hernando. Her home
Is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
the DeSoto Motel. lie sure to look for the RED BRICK
HOUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line
and get off at State 1,ine and walk 2 blocks and see
never had an office in West Memphis.)
MADAM BELL'S HAND SIGN.

Ii
The

0
.
11M.I.....••••••••••1111k1111111M11111•1111•111.1111111•11Mr

AN SCHARFF EIRAMH

VOL.

given i

Call or come to:

254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET — JAckson 6-2523

BAPTIST STANDARD HYMNAL
Pocket Sic• Points /or Emphasis

19c

SO....HURRY
NEWSBOYS, MEN OR
WOMEN who are interested in
making money. Call Jackson 6-8397

BAPTIST BOOK STORE
1963 Standard Sunday School
• $2.95
Commentary
1963 HIGLEYS Sunday School
S2.95
Con,,n•ntary

LADIES Panties

—•—

AMERICAN
LOAN CO.

TENN.
REGULAR

FEBRUARY SPECIALS

VALUES Lia, 39C

You can earn cash selling the Tri-State

NEED—MONEY?
AT YOUR INCONVENIENCE,
MEET ME AT

205 Beale St.

MEN'S Shorts

PORTABLE
AND UP

DISCOUNT DEPARTMENT STORE

50, 19c

—•

$995

HARRY'S
MEN'S Socks

MAKE BIG MONEY
SELLING....
THE TRI-STATE
DEFENDER

CLASSIFIED
•
ADS

today. We deliver to your door.

PHONE JA 7-6757
159-61 BEALE ST.
MEMPHIS 3. TENN.

BARGAINS IN UNRENEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 178 BEALE STREET

VALUES

PRINTING CO.

SPECIAL

PAPE'S
MEN'S SHOP

LOAN UFFICE

122 BEALE

3HE1LJLJESJElEtrir

APITOL WAN
138 BEALE STREET

ATHAN S

Wick Sam Says...
MONEY TO LOAN!
ON ANYTHING OF VALUE

TRI-STATE
DEFENDER

Business Services

The Famous
Beale St. Shopping Center
COLETTA'S

ID

ON.

CALL
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